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NASA PERT PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
by
Waiter W. Haase
Director, Management Information Systems Division
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Thank you Mr. Brock. Ladies, Gentlemen - I appreciate the opportunity
to be here today to discuss NASA PERT computer program developments.
We have been utilizing PERT since early 1961 and have made continual
improvements in our PERT computer programs as a result of operational
experience with the system. As previously indicated, the purpose of
this conference is to present these developments to you in the hope
that some of the concepts and techniques developed by NASA may be of
value to you in your PERT nn_r_-_ _ ^_ .....
medium of tomorrows discussion groups we hope to learn about new devel-
opments elsewhere.
During the day you will be hearing detailed presentations on the
various computer programs which have been developed. No, one group
within NASA has been solely responsible for these developments. It
has been a joint venture with contributions from many NASA field
centers. The detailed presentations on the various aspects of the
program will be made by the organizations responsible for developing
the program - and in many cases - by the individuals that did the
programming.
Before proceeding with the detailed presentations, I would like to
take a few minutes to review the history of PERT within NASA. The
PERT system of planning and scheduling was introduced in NASA during
the early months of 1961. From an initial pilot implementation on
CENTAUR at Marshall Space Flight Center and a few facility construction
projects at Langley Research Center, acceptance and utilization of
PERT has grown to considerable proportions in the past three years.
At the present time approximately 79 R&D Contracts, 189 C of F
contracts and 36 in-house project efforts consisting of over two
hundred thousand contractor and in-house activities are monitored
by the PERT system . The total contract value of efforts monitored
is approximately six billion dollars.
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The chronology of PERTcomputer program developments - from the
early months of 1961 to todays introduction of the NASA PERT "C"
and FORTRAN IV Programs - is illustrated on this vugraph (VG #i
Tab I). In 1961 we adopted existing programs developed by other
government agencies and industries. The two programs used were
the then popular, Lockheed and Navy (Dahlgren) programs.
By mid-1961 (VG #I - Tabl 2), we initiated development of our NASA
PERT "A" Computer Program. This program developed by the Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, - was essentially a modification
of the Lockheed program. The majority of the changes involved in-put
and out-put format rather than the internal operations of the program.
After pilot testing in NASA, the program was released to industry in
March 1962 and used by our field centers throughout the major portion
of calendar year 1962.
Late in calendar year 1961 (VG #I - Tab 3), the development of NASA
PERT "B" was undertaken by the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas. This was a more extensive program development and incorporated
many features not found on programs available at that time. These
features are described in our NASA PERT _B" Computer Systems Manual.
This program was pilot tested within NASA field centers and became
the official NASA PERT program in November 1962 at which time it was
released to industry.
A number of modifications to the NASA PERT "B" Program have been
developed over the past year. To reduce the burden of up-dating
documentation and the large number of computer programs which had
been released to industry, we elected to accumulate these modifica-
tions and release them in a batch as the "C" version of the program
(VG #i - Tab 4). We have completed pilot testing of these modifica-
tions and are now ready to release the "C" version of the NASA PERT
Computer Program. This program is one of the primary topics of
today's discussion.
The NASA PERT "N' -"B" and "C" programs have all been machine language
7090/94 programs. To overcome the criticism that NASA was developing
computer programs unique to one manufacturers equipment, and because of
machine configuration changes at Lewis Research Center which precluded
using the existing program without extensive changes, we undertook the
development of a compiler language program in mld-1963 (VG #I - Tab 5).
This programlng effort, in FORTRAN IV, was jointly undertaken by Lewis
Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio and Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland, and was broken down into two phases.
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Phase 1 - the development of a basic module capable of processing
3500 activities and phase 2 - the expansion of the program to permit
processing larger networks by utilizing the phase 1 module in con-
junction with skeletonizing or summarization techniques. Phase 1 of
this prograrmning effort was completed late in 1963, pilot tested
early 1964, and released to industry through SHARE in March 1964.
Phase 2 development is essentially complete but has not been pilot
tested and is not ready for r_l_. This FORTRAN IV program will
also be described in detail in subsequent presentations.
In addition, NASA has done some work on a 1410 computer program which
will be described today. This effort was undertaken to fulfill the
processing needs of the John F. Kennedy Space Center, which does not
have ready access to a medium or large scale computer at this time.
Although the basic concept of the PERT system has remained unchanged
since its introduction in 1958, there are many variations of the system
in existence. Most of these variations stem from the manner in which
the system is utilized by a particular organization. The purpose for
which the system is used, the level of management the system serves,
the level of detail, etc., all have influenced the detailed design
and implementation of the system. Consequently, I believe it would be
appropriate to review the manner in which the system is used in NASA
prior to detailed discussion of the related computer programs.
The total NASA effort is divided into major program areas such as:
the LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION PROGRAM, GEOPHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
PROGRAM, APOLLO PROGRAM, GEMINI PROGRAM, etc. These programs are
further subdivided into distinct projects such as, SATURN V, APOLLO
SPACECRAFT, F-I ENGINE DEVELOPMENT which are portions of the APOLLO
PROGRAM. Program level management is the responsibility of NASA
Headquarters whereas project level management is the responsibility
of the various decentralized field centers such as, the Manned Space-
craft Center here at Houston, the Lewis Research Center in Cleveland,
etc. The NASA PERT system is basically des_ned as a tool for the
NASA project manager in the field center. It is not uncommon for a
single project to involve a number of associate contractors as well as
extensive in-house work by NASA field installations. The NASA PERT
system is designed for the NASA project manager to integrate the
various pieces of the project - various contractor efforts as well as
in-house efforts - into an integrated project plan. The level of detail
in these networks is at a summary level - the level which is needed by
the NASA project manager to do his Job of integrating the pieces of the
program. This system must, of course, be backed-up by a more detailed
system at the contractor level. However, our management has not elected
to make the use of PERT o_ PERT/COST a mandatory requirement on the
contractor. We require only that there be a logical system of some
type at the contractor level to back-up the summary level activities
on the NASA overall project level PERT network. This back-up can be in
the form of Gantt charts, milestone charts, or in the form of more detailed
PERT o_ PERT/COST, whatever the case maybe.
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The next  vugraph (VG 8 2 )  summarizes t h e  o v e r a l l  xX,ii /CnntrGctor re1:Ttion- 
s h i p s  i n  t h e  XLGci P E k T  system. It i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  p o s i t i r m  of Fr&1 i n  
t h e  management s t r u c t u r e  and shows how in-puts  from the  c o n t r a c t o r ' s  
systems are i n t e g r a t e d  end summarized through P E W  st t he  f i e l d  centc;  
and p resen ted  as summary l e v e l  master p l ans  a t  t he  headquar te rs  l e v e l .  
We Ere a l s o  working on t h e  u t i l i z a t i o n  of FERT a t  t h e  pr . rg rm leve l  0; 
management i n  NASA Headquarters .  I b e l i e v e  t h a t  you c2.n v i s u a l i z e  rhr 
d e s i r a b i l i t y  of i n t e g r a t i n g  var ious  p r o j e c t  p l ans  i n t o  cn over211 pro-  
gram network. The Of f i ce  of Manned Space F l i g h t  st EASA I ; eadqu? r t e r s  ir 
'dashington is  now developing an ove ra l l  Ihnned Space $1 i g h t  PEilT networl- 
t o  i nc lude  G E M I N I ,  APOLLO and pos t  APOLLO e f f o r t s .  S i g n i f i c m t  progress 
i n  t h i s  e f f o r t  has been made, and some of t h e  techniques under develop- 
ment for summr iza t ion  of t h e  p ro jec t  l e v e l  PERT d a t a  w i l l  be touched on 
today.  However, t he  system i s  not expected t o  be completely opera t ion21 
u n t i l  l a t e r  t h i s  f a l l .  
W i t h  t h i s  i n t roduc t ion  toNASA PERT, P a s t ,  P r e s e n t ,  and Future  - -  
l e t  us  now move on t o  t h e  d e t a i l  p re sen ta t ion  on the PL?':'C computer program 
developments. 
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NETWORK MAINTENANCE AND PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH NASA PERT "C"
by
Larry Stevens and John Leonard
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas
INTRODUCTION - (Overall processing cycle)
The network maintenance phase of the PERT processing cycle is performed
at M_C on a 1401, due to the relatively low cost and accessibility of
this computer. However, a Fortran program is available for those who do
not have access to a 1401.
This chart (Figure I) depicts the PERT processing cycle used at MSC.
Update data is received by various means from contractors located all
over the United States. It is sequenced, edited and placed on tape,
using our 1401 utility package. The tape then become the input medium
for the NASA PERT "C" program. If no errc_r_ _ro _ected during pro-
cessing, the reports are produced and returned to the analyst. If data
errors are detected, a diagnostic will be produced. These errors must
be corrected and the processing cycle re-entered at the update point.
Because of the size and nature of the networks processed at MSC, all
networks are maintained on tape. To more fully utilize the capacity
of a magnetic tape, the networks pertaining to a specific project are
placed on the same master tape, setting each up as a separate file
(Figure la), or as fragnets of one large network (FiKure 2). All
networks are blocked, 16 activities to a block.
To provide the capability of using nmlti-file input, such as that
i_ figure 2, a special input card was developed for the PERT "C"
program and called an "UPPEP,T" card. By using an UPPERT card, it is
possible to change the input tape at execution time to either of 2
tape drives not normally used and to select files in random order to
be processed. Figure 3 indicates the format of the UPPERT card.
UPDATE PACKAGE
A. Label Checking
In an attempt to insure against updating the incorrect master file
or destroying a current master file, tape and network labels are placed
on all network files. The first record on each tape is a Tape Label.
This label contains Tape ID, a Tape Cycle Number (either i, 2, 3 or 4),
and an Update Sequence Number.
2-1
Each tape file of networks is maintained on a group of 4 reels. As
each update is made, label checks are performed to insure against
updating a wrong reel (Fi;&ure L). The first card of the update deck
must contain the Tape ID and the Tape Cycle Number (l, 2, 3, or 4).
Both Tape ID and Cycle Number on tile card and Old Master Tape must
match before an update can be performed. Also, the Tape ID's of
both old and new master tapes must compare, and the Cycle Numbers of
the two tapes be sequential from old to new, i.e. (1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and
4-i).
The 7094 Fortran and the 1401 update packages both perform the same
label checking procedure.
B. Editing
By following the philosophy of doing as much processing as is
practical on the lower cost 1401, a great deal of editing is performed
using the utility package:
i. Sequence Check - All activities within a network must be in
numeric sequence by predecessor and successor event number. A list
of activities out of sequence is printed.
2. Duplicates - All activities must be uniquely identified. When
duplicates are found in the update deck, both are printed but only the
first is used to update the network and the second is placed as a
duplicate.
3. Predecessor-Successor E_ual - The predecessor and successor
event numbers cannot be the same. A check is made for this condition
and when found, the activity is printed.
4. Ille_al Code in Column (i) - Characters other than 1 through
5 are not legal transaction codes. Illegally coded activities are ignored
during the update.
5. Check Date - All completed activities must contain a date.
C. Update Networks
A transaction list indicating all changes to the network as well
as all invalid data is printed during an update.
An update can be made from either cards or tape. On large updates
(several thousand cards), it is very likely that there will be some
invalid cards. Rather than go through the relatively slow card
update and edit process, a faster "card-to-tape and edit" routine is
used to detect invalid data prior to the updating process. The
2-2
resulting tape is used for a tape update. The combination of two
routines, card-to-tape and edit, and tape update, actually requires
less 1401 time than the straight card update and edit process. On
large updates somecontractors use the card-to-tape and edit routine,
then transmit tape-to-tape to a NASACenter, using Data Phonetrans-
mission. With no additional preparation the resulting tape can be
used to update the network.
In the process of maintaining networks on tape, we found that it was
frequently necessary to change just the A, B or C control cards of a
network prior to execution. Therefore, the capability of changing these
header cards at network processing time was added to the PERT"C" system.
Using a feature of the UPPERTcard, any combination of the header cards
maybe changed.
To provide more flexibility, the feature to read the UPPERTcard and
control cards either from the A-2 tape or from the on-line card
reader has been incorporated into the system.
D. Dem=,ge
Each network maintained at MSChas a unique set of event numbers.
Therefore, any combination of fragnets can be merged and processed as
one network, using the 1401 utility package. Oneexampleof how this
capability might effectively be utilized is as follows:
Supposewithin a space project a series of networks is developed for
each subsystem such as shownin Figure (5). If the networks are
structured properly, a person can extrsct all fragnets relating to one
particular vehicle from each of the subsystem networks, merge them
and examine the complete status of that particular vehicle. We are
trying to illustrate that the utility package will select any number
of specified fragnets from separate networks and merge them for pro-
cessing as one network with no network continuity errors.
Another example of how the demerge technique is used is as follows:
At M_C our largest network is in connection with the Apollo Project.
The project is broken into 28,000 activities which are maintained as
one large network. This network is processed two ways; first as a
merged network, and second as a set of 28 demerged subsystem networks,
each processed independently of the others.
Because of the use of the code 4 interface activities, once the merged
network has run with no input diagnostics, 28 subsystem networks will
also run, using no additional input cards.
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Each of the 28 subsystems are extracted from the merged master network
and written as separate stacked jobs on another tape. Because of a
look-ahead feature in PERT "C", control remains within the PERT "C"
system until all 28 subsystem networks are processed. Since PERT "C"
is not an integral part of our general in-house monitor system, this
ability to stack PERT jobs saves a considerable amount of machine time
because it is not necessary to return to the monitor system between
PERT jobs.
OTHER UTILITY ROUTINES
In Addition to providing update, edit, label checking, and demerge
capability, the 1401 utility package can also perform the following
operations in the area of file maintenance:
A. Print any network or fragnet of a network. (Figure 6)
B. Punch any network or fragnet of a network. (Figure 7)
C. Delete selected network from a master tape.
D. Delete selected fragnets from a master network.
E. Copy a master network or a fragnet onto a new tape.
F. Add a network to a master tape. (Figure i0)
G. Card-to-tape and edit routine. (Figure ii)
No Delete all completed activities from a network. Then,
provide a start date for each path and tie the paths
together. (Figure 12)
Other 1401 routines which have been developed to assist PERT analysis
in working large networks are:
A. Print all interface activities in a network. (Network inter-
faces are frequently a source of trouble).
B. Print all predecessor or successor events to a given event.
This is very helpful in correcting a "constrained but complete"
condition in a large network.
C. Another 1401 routine will produce a graphic display of the
Master Schedule Report.
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N&$A PERT "C" SYSTEMS LOGIC AND REPORT GENERATION
by
Larry Stevens and John Leonard
NASA Hanned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
A. Functions of Each Pass
The NASA PERT "C" Program is organized as 14 passes plus 2 packages
of common subroutines. Each of these is a self-loading record on the
system tape. Each of the passes overlays the preceding pass and uses
the entire core memory.
(Figure i) illustrates the logical flow of control through the system.
(Figure 2 through 17) depict the functions of each pass and its position
in the system.
One of the handouts you have received is a timing chart showing the
time required in each pass for various size networks. As each pass
is discussed, it might be interesting to note the amount of time it
requires.
The first record of the tape contains a communications region and
several subroutines. This lower core package is referenced by all
succeeding passes and remains in core at all times. A list of tapes
required is located in this package and all tape references are obtained
from this list. The control information for all options is also
contained here along with the tape check and on-line printer subroutines.
This lower core package does not execute but simply loads pass i.
The primary function of pass 1 is to read and edit the input tape.
This tape is read until an '_" header record is found. The work count
of the "A" header record is calculated and the block size for all
subsequent read commands is established. Thus PERT "C" will accept
input blocked from 1 to 64 activities per record. The ending events
of the '_" card are converted to binary and stored. The "B" and "C"
cards are then read and the "C" card options are converted to report
controls. If the run is a restart of a prior run, control is trans-
ferred directly to the appropriate pass; otherwise, the data is read
and checked for the follo_ing errors:
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(i) SequenceError
(2) Duplicate Error
(3) Predecessor and Successor Event Equal
(4) Zero Event Number
(5) Invalid Codein ColumnOne
(6) Invalid Schedule Date
(7) Invalid Completion Date
If an activity produces any of the first five errors as listed above,
the activity is deleted from the run. If an invalid scheduled date
occurs, the data is zeroed, and in the case of invalid completion
dates, the date of the report is used.
Each data error will produce a diagnostic on the A3 output tape and
will turn on the pass i error indicator. All error diagnostics may
also be printed on-line if desired.
As the data is checked, it is converted to binary, and t_vo output
tapes are written. One tape (B-3) contains the activity event numbers
and a sequence number, and the other tape (A-_ contains all activity
information.
At the completion of pass i, even though data errors may have been
encountered, control is transferred to pass 2. The pass i error flag
is checked at the completion of pass 4 and if on, the run is terminated
at that time.
In pass 2 the first sort takes place. The B-3 tape, containing
activity event numbers, is read and sorted into successor-predecessor
sequence. These event numbers are sorted 4096 at a time and written
on the B-3 output tape, and the next pass is loaded.
Pass 2A now calculates the criteria necessary for assigning topological
numbers to the events of the network. A detailed description of the
functions of passes 2A and 2B will be included in the discussion on
topological ordering.
Pass 2B assigns topological sequence numbers to each event of the
network, assembles a four-word record for each activity, and writes it
on tape.
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A loop diagnostic routine in this pass will locate events in a loop
and list the activities off-line. All loops in the net_ork are
detected and printed out. If a loop exists, the processing of the
network is terminated at this point.
Pass 3 - The purpose of pass 3 is to arrange the activity records
into sequence by forward topological order number. Tape A-4 contains
activity records in sequence by predecessor and successor events, and
B-3 contains abbreviated activity records of event numbers and
topological order numbers. Tapes A-4 and B-3 are read concurrently
and the topological order numbers are merged _ith the activity records.
These records are then sorted and written on B-3. Control is then
transferred to pass 4.
Pass 4 - This pass calculates the expected date of each activity. The
activity records are encountered in forward topological order. Ag an
activity record is encountered, its expected date is calculated and
posted to a table where the latest date for its successor event is
developed. When all successor activities to an event are encountered,
the event and its date are vacated from the table, and the vacated
cells are used for other events. The program, therefore, continually
restricts the table to as small a portion of memory as possible. The
events are stored in random order and are retrieved by a scan of the
occupied portion of memory, which is kept _cce_tably small. The
activity records, complete with expected date, are written on A-4. As
the expected date is being calculated, several options may be exercised.
By updating past-due activities or using the time-now option, the
expected date calculation may be changed. Also, all completed activities
may be deleted at this time.
Pass 5 - This pass rearranges the activities into sequence by backward
topological order number, and writes the activities on Tape B-3.
Pass 6 - This pass calculates the latest allowable date of each activity
by reversing the technique of pass 4. It also calculates slack for each
activity. Pass 6 is performed up to 28 consecutive times, once for
each run required according the the "A" header cards. Each execution
produces a file of data on tape A-4. However, if no prime reports
(these are reports which include all activities of the network) were
requested, the file is not produced. Control is then transferred to
the second lower core package.
Lower Core Package 2 - This second lower core package is a group of
• _ t_.at remain in core during the reportformattlng an@ output routines
generation phase. As soon as these routines are loaded, control is
tr,_nsferred to Pass 7.
Pass 7 - Pass 7 is the first of the reL_ort generation phase. This
pass produces a complete report sorted by successor-predecessor event
number. Upon entering Pass 7 the output controls are checked; if the
repor_ was requested, it is e_ecuted; if not, the next pass is loaded.
To produce the report, a fii,_ of the Pass 6 output tape is read and
sorted. At t_e completiof_ of the sort, the activity information is
converted to BCD and formatted for processing on the 1401 and/or 4020.
The A-4 tape is positioned for the next pass and control is transferred
to either Pass 8 or back to Pass 7 according to the output request.
Pass 8 - Pass 8 first checl_s the output controls for the status of the
report. If no Critical Path Report _,as requested, control is transferred
to Pass 9. To produce the report the activity information is read from
A-4 and rearranged in a suitable sequence to be sorted by slack and
expected date. At the completion o£ the sort the activity information
is converted to BCD and formatted for processing on the 1401 and/or
4020. As this process takes place the critical path cutoff option
may be exercised and the report terminated. Again the A-4 tape is
positioned for the next pass and control transferred to the appropriate
pa ss,.
Pass 9 - Pass 9 differs from 8 only in that it rearranges the data so
that it can be sorted by expected date and successor event to produce
the Expected Date Report. If the expected date cutoff option is
exercised, the report will not contain all activities of the network.
Control is then transferred to either Pass I0 or back to Pass 7,
according to the output request.
Pass i0 - Pass i0 differs from 8 only in that it rearranges the data so
it can be sorted by scheduled or latest allowable date and successor
event number to produce Scheduled or Latest Allowable Date Report. If
the latest allowable date cutoff option is exercised, this report will
also be terminated before the complete report is produced. Control is
then transferred to either Pass ii or Pass 7.
Pass ii - Pass ii differs from 8 only in that it rearranges the data so
it can be sorted by department and successor event number to produce the
Department report. The Department cutoff option may reduce the volume
of information contained in this report. At the end of the report,
control is transferred to either Pass 12 or Pass 7.
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Pass 12 - Pass 12 uses a different method from the preceding passes
to read the data into core. A load channel loop is used that discards
all those activities that do not contain a master schedule code. This
normally produces great savings in time. For example, on an in-house
network of 28,000 activities only 1,000 are coded with master schedule
flags. Therefore instead of performing a long sort and multiple merge,
only 1 sort must take place. The amount of time saved by this procedure
is approximately 12 minutes on the prime run. At the conclusion of
the report control is transferred to Pass 7. It is only natural to
inquire about the flexibility of a common system such as this.
B. Incorporation of Additional Report Generators
For some reason, either by necessity or just plain human nature,
a!mest every user of a common system will _ant to develop his o_,m
unique innovations. Probably one of the most important and necessary
characteristics of a common system is its flexibility and the ease
with which modifications can be made. NASA PERT "C" is flexible in
many respects. Tape and channel assignments can be changed very easily.
The tape addresses are stored in a table in lower core and _ change in
this table is reflected in all passes of the program. However, it
would be an overly optimistic statement if it were said that everyone
here could easil_l add his o_n report generator to the PERT "C" system.
In NASA PERT "A", this was a simple task. However, due to the many
combinations of optional reports that have been incorporated since
PERT "A" _Jas distributed 2 years ago, the addition or replacement of
a report generator is now more difficult. For this reason, special
detailed documentation has been developed to assist users in the modifi-
cation, addition, or replacement of report generators. Included is a
detailed description of how to establish the system control areas
necessary to maintain continuity within the _ystem. For example, to
add an additional report sorted by Department, Latest Allowable Date,
and Successor Event Number, an update of 125 cards v_as required.
These changes would produce a new pass under "C" card option control.
This completes the discussion on systems configuration. Next, I would
like to discuss operational procedures using PERT "C". There are
several methods of operation that will best utilize the capabilities
of this program.
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
A. Standard or Total Run
A normal production run will consist of the A, B, and C header cards
and the activity data. The A and C control cards should contain all
necessary data to request calculation options, reports, report cutoffs,
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and end ru_s. The A card contains the date of the report wl_ch appears
on every page of output and is used as the base date for Time-Now calcu-
lations. It also contai_is the event numbers to be used for End Runs.
The C card controls the production of all reports. If all input data
is correct, the program will perform the requested operations and then
return control to the monitor system mounted on A-I. It is recommended
that 2 intermediate tapes be saved from all long runs. These tapes will
contain _ii network information necessary to restart the job for
additional output.
B. Restart
. The PERT "C" restart feature provides the capability of restarting
a job at any one of 4 different points. The input requirements for s
restart are: an intermediate tape from a previous run, and new A, B,
and C header cards. There are many reasons for using the restart feature:
(i) It provides a method of correcting certain types of data errors.
(2) Since it is sometimes difficult to obtain time for a long run,
by using the restart feature, a run can be broken into several
smaller runs.
(3) Additional reports other than those requested on the original
run may be obtained.
(4) Additional end runs other than those requested on the original
run may be obtained (see Figure 18).
To correct certain data errors, the program can be restarted with pass
5, using tape A-4, the output tape from pass 4.
A job can be stopped at the completion of any pass from 3 through 12 and
restarted at a later date. The output tape from the last pass executed
should be saved for the restart. This will allow a job to be broken
into many smaller jobs. The total time for the job would be only seconds
longer than if the job had been processed completely at one time.
If additional end runs are required other than those requested on the
original run, the pass 5 output tape should be used to restart pass 6.
The event numbers on the new A control cards will be used for the end
runs. If possible, all prime run reports should be eliminated to take
advantage of the pass 6 capability of only producing data when requested.
By restarting at pass 7, using the pass 6 output tape, additional copies
of selected reports can be produced very inexpensively. The data for
the report has already been produced and only a report generator phase
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NOTES
paths with the same slack. _en the count of the slack changes has
reached the number specified on the "C" control card, the report
generation is stopped, and control is immediately transferred to the
appropriate pass.
Figure 22 shows the paths that would be retained if a cutoff of 3
paths was used.
Portions of the Expected Date Report may be deleted during report
generation. Any two-digit number, in a specified field of the "C"
card, is added to the "date of the report". This produces a cutoff
date, the given number of weeks past the date of the report. When
the expected date of an activity exceeds the cutoff date, the report
is terminated and control is transferred to the appropriate pass.
Figure 24 shows those activities that would be deleted.
The Latest Allowable Date Report has a cutoff similar to that of the
Expected Date Report. The only difference is the use of another field
on the "C" card and the Latest Allowable Date for the cutoff criterion.
Those activities deleted, using the latest allowable date cutoff are
shown in .Figure 26.
The Department Report produces a new page each time the department code
changes.
The report can be limited to only those activities that contain a
department code. The activities with a blank field will, on option,
be deleted from the report (see Figures 27 and 28).
The Master Schedule Report is produced in a unique format. A portion
of the information is deleted to produce an 8 x ii form. Only those
activities that contain a Master Schedule Flag will appear on the output.
By using the "C" card controls, the information may be sorted three
ways. This could place the same activity on three pages. The standard
report sorts on columns 2 and 3.
Figures 29 and 30 show Master Schedule 02 and 12 each with 2 activities.
This report may be changed so that only column 2 or only column 3 is
used as the sort field. This has the effect of producing a multiple
level Master Schedule Report. If either column is not used, an
asterisk will appear in its relative position in the heading.
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is necessary to create a report. Whenprocessing large networks, it
is recommendedthat only one or two reports be processed initially.
The reports should be checked for input validity and, if correct, a
pass 7 restart executed to provide the remaining requested reports.
A pass 6 restart would th_n be executed to provide any needed end runs.
This method, would hold to aminimum the number of times pass 6 would
be executed. On long runs this is an important factor, since pass 6
may consume between i0 and 25 percent of the time for a total run.
OUTPUT REPORTS
So far this paper has been confined to the system used to generate
the PERT reports. We would now like to describe the various reports
and calculation options available. By using the C control card, the
user has complete flexibility in the selection of reports. All
reports produced by PERT "C" are available on an optional basis.
Each may be produced on a BCD tape suitable for obtaining tabular
output and/or a binary tape for obtaining microfilm output. There are
several reasons for using microfilm output:
(i) Microfilm processing is less expensive.
(2) It is much easier to handle and store microfilm.
(3) Using a microfilm viewer, the analyst has access to the
same information as he would from hard copy.
(4) Output which takes 3 to 4 hours to print on a 1401 can be
processed on microfilm i_ about 30 minutes.
(5) Eight and a half by eleven hard copy can be obtained from
microfilm quickly and inexpensively.
Figure 19 depicts the network used to produce the output reports shown
in Figures 20 through 31.
The Successor-Predecessor Report will always contain all activities
of the network except when the option to delete completed activities
has been exercised. The format is the standard form for the first 5
reports.
The Paths of Criticality Report is sorted by Slack, Expected Date,
and Successor Event. The volume of output on the Paths of Criticality
Report may be reduced by stopping the report as soon as a specified
number of paths have been produced. The count is not of true slack
paths but of changes in slacks. It is possible to have several
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FiEure 31 shows the report produced by sorting only on column 3. The
report contains those activities of the 02 report and the 12 report.
B. Report Options
Two report options are available which will affect the calculation
of the expected date:
(i) The Updating of Past Due Activities
The first updating of past due activities will insure that
all dates produced are future ones. If the expected date of an
activity is prior to the date of the report, the expected date is set
equal to the date of the report. These activities will appear on a
report titled "List of Past Due Activities". (Figure 3!A)
Note in Figure 32 the date of the report is 7/1/64. By standard PERT
calculations, the expected date of activity 2 to 3 would be 6/22/64
which is prior to the date of the report. By activating the update
expected date option this date would be changed to 7/1/64. In either
case the expected date of activity 3 to 4 would be calculated by
adding the time estimate to the expected date of event 3.
(2) "Time Now" Method
A "Time Now" method may also be used in calculating the
Expected Date of all activities in progress. If all predecessors to
an activity are complete, then the Expected Date of the activity is
calculated by adding the time estimate to the date of the report
instead of the latest completion date of the preceding activities.
The time estimate is then, by definition, the amount of time remaining
for the activity instead of the total time of the activity.
An example of the "time now" calculation is shown in Figure 33. By
standard PERT calculation, activity 3 to 4 has an Expected Date of
7/20/64. If the same date _as run on "time now", the 4-week-time
estimate of activity 3 to 4 _ould be added to 7/6/64, the date of the
report, to produce a date of 8/3/64. Actually the time estimate
should be updated to be run on "time now", as shown with the time
estimate of 2 weeks producing a date of 7/20/64.
C. Deletion of Completed Activities
The computation and printing time for generating a report can be
reduced by deleting the actual activities from the network. This
can be accomplished several ways. As a network is being processed
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on the 7094, all completed activities may be deleted in pass 4. These
activities are simply not placed on the output tape at the completion
of computation.
If the net_ork sho_;_ was processed without deleting completed activities,
the first print out v)ould be produced. The second is produced by
deleting completed activities. If the actuals are deleted, the first
incomplete activity of each path is flagged with the letter "B" before
the Expected Date on all output reports. This provide, s the analysts a
beginning actitivy for each path. (See Eigures 36 and 37).
A portion of the completed activities may also be deleted from the input
prior to a 7090 run. A tape containing all activities for a network
is required as the input to the program.
The first step is to delete all completed activities from the tape and
produce a tape containing only the completed activities (See Fif_ure 38).
A tape containing all events that have an incomplete successor activity
and a completed predecessor activity is generated. This Event Tape is
than read to form a table and the successor event of every completed
activity is matched with each event in the table. As shoran in Figure 39,
those activities that match are added to the ne_ network tape.
If there are less than 750 of these added activities, the network: is
ready to be processed. (The 750 figure is due to the maximum number of
starting events that may be accepted in the PERT "C" program). If more
than 750 activities are added to the network, they are tied back
together with dummy activities (see Figure 40 and 41).
This is done by producing dummy start events whose successor events are
the predecessor events of the added completed activities. A single
dummy predecessor event is set up for each subnet, therefore, reducing
the number of start events to the number of subnets. This method for
deleting completed activities would not be used each time the network
is processed -- only when a significant percentage of the network _as
completed.
NETWORKING TECHNIQUE
In addition to the optional reports, calculation options and condensing
methods contained in PERT "C", a new networking technique is available.
A new transaction code, a "Code 4", has been developed.
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A code 4 activity is entirely different from either a i, 2, or 3
coded activity in that its status depends on its use within the
network. There are several uses of the Code 4 activity. _en all
interface activities are Code 4, it is very easy to break a network
into its respective fragnets to be processed individually. The
Code 4 activities in the merge network would have predecessors and
would process as incomplete activities. In the demerge, the inter-
face activities should appear in both the sending and the receiving
subnet. In the sending subnet, the interface will be an ending
activity and the date will be used as a Schedule Date. In the receiving
subnet, there will be no predecessor activity and the date will be used
as a Scheduled Start Date. This will allow the network to run without
producing an "incomplete activity has no predecessor" diagnostic.
Code 4 activities may be used to start a path at some time in the
future. In this capacity it is sometimes referred to as a Directed
Start Date. In all cases where a Code 4 activity has no predecessors,
the date will be used as a Scheduled Start Date, and the letter "S"
will be placed before the date on the reports.
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TOPOLOGICAL SORT TECHNIQUE
by
John E. Leonard
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston_ Texas
INTRODUCT ION
Over the past few years the size of PERT networks has grown to such
proportions that special techniques are needed to efficiently process
and analyze them. The purpose of this presentation is to give you a
detailed description of a large capacity topological sort routine.
NASA PERT modification '_" was distributed to NASA Computer Centers
and to industry in November 1962. In modification B capacity was
increased to 7,000 activities and a built-in loop detection technique,
developed by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, was incorporated
into the program.
As MOD B was being distributed, the need for a system capable of
handling larger networks was identified. With this in mind, investi-
gations were made of various types of large capacity topological sort
routines using the following criteria as a guide:
a. Efficiency on both large and small networks.
b. Cut down on setup time by using as few tapes as possible.
c. Ability to operate under the Fortran Monitor System.
Based on the above criteria, the decision was made to use a technique
developed by Dr. Arthur B. Kahn of Westinghouse, Baltimore, Maryland.
Basically, this technique is a ranking method in which the ranking is
performed in parallel on all paths of the network. It has one big
advantage over most other topological ordering techniques in that all
information necessary to order up to 30,000 activities can be stored
in core at one time. This eliminates input-output operations during
execution of the basic algorithm and is a major factor in the efficiency
of the computer routine.
Dr. Kahn's technique, as implemented at the Manned Spacecraft Center,
was divided into three phases: Preprocessor, Basic Algorithm and
the Postprocessor.
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PERT NETWORK BASIC INPUT LIST
NO.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
PRED.
A
B
B
B
C
E
G
G
SUC.
E
A
F
G
B
F
E
F
Figure i
THE PREPROCESSOR
The preprocessor was the most difficult phase to program. Four tables
had to be developed and packed four entries to a 36 bit word. Figure I
shows a PERT Network and how this network would be broken down in the
NASA PERT system. Notice, in the basic input list, there are eight
activities in sort order by predecessor event.
The input data is first edited, converted to binary, and written back
on tape. At the same time a two-word list of successor events, and
their relative position in the basic list, is written on another tape.
(This is shown in Figure 2).
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BCDBASICLIST
NO.
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
PRED SUC
A E
B!A
B F
B G
C B
E F
G E
G J F
I
/
7094 COMPUTEREdit and
convert to
binary-build _
list "SP"
BINARY
BASIC LIST
PRED SUC
A E
B A
B F
B G
C B
E F
G E
G F
NO,
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
LIST "SP"
RELATIVE POSITION
SUO
IN BASIC LIST
E
A
F
G
B
F
E
F
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Figure 2
The table of successor events is then sorted by event number and list "SS"
is developed. This is shown in Figure 3.
LIST "SP"
SUC
E
A
F
G I
B I
F
E I
F
I
REL. POS.
i
2
3
A
5
6
7
8 l
I
Figure 3
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LIST "SS"
SUC REL.POS.
A 2
B 5
E i
E 7
F 3
F 6
F 8
G 4
TABLE "C"
EVENT COUNTS
I
I
2
3
1
Figure 4
Two of the required tables, Table "Q" and Table "C", can be developed
from one pass of list "SS". Figure 4 shows how Table "Q" is formed.
The predecessor sequence number in list "SS" relates to the location
in Table "Q" in which to store an event position number. For instance,
Event A is the first unique event in list "SS" therefore, since A
has a relative position of 2, a one (i) is stored in the second
location of Table "Q". Event B is the second event in list "SS";
therefore, a two (2) is placed in the fifth position of Table "Q".
As another example, Event G is the fifth unique event in list "SS".
Therefore, a five (5) is placed in location four of Table "Q". At
the same time that Table "Q" is being constructed, Table "C" can be
formed. Table "C" is simply a count of the number of times each
event appears in Table "SS". This turns out to be a count of the
number of predecessors for each event.
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Block Ending Flags
BASIC LIST TABLE
P_D SUC
A E
B A
B F
B G
CN_ - B
EN.__ F
G E
GN_ - F
J
J
TTA YT
0
0
p-i
P'l
0
Figure 5
Figures 5 and 6 are developed in one pass of the basic list. Figure
5 illustrates the relationship between the predecessor list and Table
"A". Table "A" is slmply a table showing where each predecessor event
block ends.
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BASIC LIST
NO.
C2
PRED SUC
F
© A
TABLE
"D"
_2
I
3 B F 6
<5
66
8 G F
START TABLE
DEC ADDRESS
l 5
J
1
/
/
/
/
Figure 6
Table '_", figure 6 3 contains the locations in the basic list where
each event set (A, B, C, etc.) begins. Ending events are also included.
Figure 6 illustrates how Table '_" is formed. Following the logic in
Figure 6, we note that not only are we building Table '_", but at the
same time we are finding the starting and ending events. The criterion
for determining the starting event is that the event is not used as a
successor. Conversely, the criterion for determining an ending event
is that it is not used as a predecessor.
The start event table has not been mentioned until now because it is
not a part of the four tables which are necessary to execute the basic
algorithm. There is one word of memory allotted for each start event.
The relative location of each start event in the predecessor list is
stored in the address, and the topological sequence number assigned to
that start event is stored in the decrement.
It should be noted that as each of the four tables is being formed, it
is packed in core. As construction of Table '_" is completed, all tables
have been stored in core and are ready for execution of the basic algorithm.
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Bit Positions
in core
TABLE
CORE STORAGE AT START OF BASIC ALGORITHM
SIGN
A
I
0
0
i
i
i
0
i
3-17
D
i
6
7
C
i
3
i
21-35
Q
i
4
\i_
4
3
4
TABLE
POSITION
i
_2
6
7
8
START TABLE
l 5
/
/
Figure 7
Table "A" is in the sign position. Table "C" is in bits one and two
and the tag (bits 18 through 20). Table '_)" is in the decrement (bits
3 through 17), and Table "Q" is in the address (bits 21 through 35).
BASIC ALGORITHM
Execution of the basic algorithm is begun by ordering all the events in
the START table. As shown in Figure 7, the first and only entry in the
START table refers to the fifth position in Table "Q", which in turn
refers to the count in the second position of Table "C". A one is
subtracted from this count thus reducing it to zero. Since there are
no more entries in the START table, the next step is to search the "C"
Table for zeros. A zero is found in the second position of Table "C".
A two is assigned in Table D as the topological number of that event (the
START event was assigned topological number (i)) and a flag (F) is set
in Table "C" showing that the event has already been ordered. The two
in the second position of Table '_" then refers to the second position
in Table "Q" and the cycle is complete.
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BASIC ALGORITHM #I
I TABLE
A
1
:
J
1
D C Q
2;2 F \i
6 2 /4
z 21 5
#
7 joe2
4
TABLE
POSITION
i
2
3
4
5
6
3 7
4 8
Figure 8
Starting in the next cycle, the one in the second position of Table "Q"
refers to the first location in Table "C" and a one (i) is subtracted
from the count. There is no block ending flag for two more positions
in the "A" Table so the same operation is performed using the next two
values in Table "Q". That is, a one (i) is subtracted from the count in
the fourth and fifth positions of the "C" Table. (See Figure 8)
BASIC ALGORITHM #2
TABLE A
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
TABLE
D C Q POSITION
/- "_l%,3 F 3
2 F 1 2
6 2 4 3
z 2 5 4
7 0 2 5
4 6
3 7
4 8
Figure 9
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Once again the "C" Table is searched for the zeros. A zero is found at
location one (i) and an "event ordered flag" is set in Table "C". Note
in Figure 9 that the value in Table '_" has to be picked up and saved
temporarily while a topological number is stored in its place. Then the
saved value is used as an indicator of the location in Table "Q" to go
to next. Figure i0 illustrates how the tables will look in memory before
and after completion of the basic algorithm. Notice at completion, all
entries in the "C" Table have a flag and all entries in the '_" Table
represent a topological number of some event.
Actually, the mechanical task of each table used in the basic algorithm
is as follows:
Table "A" controls, through block ended flags, the number of counts in
the "C" Table from which a one (i) is subtracted on each cycle of the
basic algorithm.
Table '_" indicates the location in Table "Q" from which the next cycle
will be started.
Table "Q" indicates the location or locations in Table "C" from which
a one (i) is to be subtracted.
Table "C" indicates, as its counts become zero, the location in Table '_"
in which to store topological numbers. When there are no more zero counts
left in Table "C", the basic algorithm is complete, that is, unless you
are in a-loop. Note in Figure I0 that Table '_" now has topological numbers
for all the predecessor events of the network (except starting events), and that
it also has topological numbers for ending events. Ending events are assigned
the largest fixed point number that will fit in the decrement, that is
32,767.
[ oTABLE A Before After Before After Q
i i 3 i F 3
0 2 2 i F i
0 6 _ 2 F 4
1 Z Z 3 F 5
I 7 4 i F 2
I _ _ _
o t_ _
0 _ _ _ _ 3
i 4
Figure i0
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POSTPROCESSOR
Using Table "A" as a guide (See Figure ii), the basic activity list
is passed against Table '_". As a topological number is assigned
to an activity record, its complement is also assigned, thereby
topologically ordering the networks forward and backward at the same
time. The fact that a backward ordering can be obtained free is
very significant. This, of course, is an important characteristic
of the algorithm, because if its backward topological order was not
the complement of the forward order, the whole ordering process would
have to be done over, only in reverse, and it would take twice as
long to order the network.
POST PROCESSOR
A D
I _m_ i
° I
0 ,
i ---I
i ---i
oi
t,1 ,
2
2\
5
%.
Z
BASIC
LIST
A
B
FORWD
TOP #
\
\
\
\
\
B _2
B ._2
C 1
E j,_5
G _o_4
G lp"4
BACKWD
TOP#
77774
77775
77775
77775
77777
77772
77773
77773
Figure Ii
4-i0
EVENTSNOT
ORDERED-x-x-
EVENTSIN
LOOP
EVENTSALREADY
ORDERED
Figure 12
LOOPDETECTION
Whenno more zeros exist in Table "C", the basic algorithm is terminated.
Either all events have been ordered and all entries in Table "C" contain
a flag, or there is a loop in the network. In the latter case, those
entries in Table "C" which are not flagged represent all events in the
loop. However, events leading out of the loop are also included. This
complicates the situation because at this point there is no way of dis-
tinguishing between those events in the loop and those leading out of
it. To remove the unnecessary events, the basic algorithm is reversed.
Using the flags in Table "C" as a guide, only those events not ordered
by the forward algorithm are ordered backward. At the completion of
the reverse algorithm, all events corresponding to unflagged entries
in Table "C" are in a loop.
TIMING
The major concern in using Dr. Kahn's method was its efficiency. As
the topological sort was programmed, two (2) files were written on
tape and read back at least once. Also, one sort was performed. This
was accomplished in %hree passes or core loads. Figure 13 shows the
amount of time it takes for the 7094 Computer to perform the topological
sort.
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NET WORK SIZE
Edit & binary
conversion
Preprocessor
Basic Algorithm
& Post Processor
5,000
ACTIVITIES
19 sec
55 sec
20 sec
12,800
ACTIVITIES
48 sec
i min 55 sec
48 sec
17,000
ACTIVITIES
i min 6 sec
2 min 35 sec
i min
0
0
oo
o
Figure 13
Of course, all our input and output is blocked and double buffered
and at one point in the preprocessor, a complete table is written
on tape as one record.
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OUR EXPERIENCES IN FIELD TESTING NASA PERT "C"
by
Harry Parsh
McDonnell Automation Center
St. Louis, Missouri
First I would like to give you a short history of the NASA Programs at
McDonnell. We have been using the NASA Programs since they were first
distributed. We have used them as a result of a contractual requirement
and also on a voluntary basis. I would say that 80% of our PERT effort
is connected with the NASA PERT Program. In the past it has shown
itself to be a reasonably smooth running program exhibiting few tape
troubles.
I tested the additional features of the new program and found them to
work satisfactorially. I did not check the loop diagnostic or the
activity card column i code of value 4. I feel the main improvement
is from the PERT user's standpoint in the excellent ability to scale
down the amount of output given to approximately that which is desired.
Another improvement is a reduction in machine time required. I had
always thought NASA "B" to be a very efficient program, and I was
quite surprised when NASA "C" was significantly better. For a compari-
son of the 2 programs, I used a network of 1746 activities and requested
only the report of Paths of Criticality. NASA "B" ran 4.31 minutes
while NASA "C" ran 2.18 minutes. I understand the new program has more
efficient sorts in it, but since I asked for only one report I feel
this very favorable time improvement is due primarily to the method
of topological sequencing chosen by the NASA people.
I also feel that the tremendous increase in capacity may someday prove
to be very beneficial.
Objections that I have to the program seem to be of a minor nature. I
will mention five of them in what I feel is the order of their decreasing
importance.
IQ Three time estimate capability--The reason this one is first is
that it seems this would be easy to add and from our viewpoint is
a very desirable feature primarily due to some of our contractual
requirements.
o File maintenance--Last Monday I took a rough count of our cards
presently being run under the NASA program. There were 27 networks
comprising 1300 activities. These are generally on a two-week
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.reporting cycle. Now we do all of this file maintenance on EAM
equipment and it does seem to operate fairly well. However, I
do feel that a well designed, easy to use file maintenance would
reduce the number of errors and correspondingly lower the average
turn around time. I feel also that the file maintenance should
be done on the 7090. Peripheral hardware situations differ from
installation to installation. Even within an installation as happens
to be the case with our area at McDonnell there may be only one 1401
equipped to do file maintenance.
A more flexible calendar to incorporate weekends and holidays--The
value of this lies not so much in more accurate calculations but
in being able to present management with more meaningful information.
. We have one manager in particular who wants a report on all slack
paths up to +2 weeks. It seems like this might be a little better
approach than to choose the number of slack paths desired. Maybe
even a combination of these two ideas would be best.
. I noticed one significant oversight in the manual--Page 29, paragraph
4B, Listings Within Each Run. Between Items 3 and 4 should be
inserted 'by Schedule or Latest Allowable Date."
In summary I would like to say that I feel certain that we will adopt
NASA "C". The improved efficiency and output characteristics should
produce a reduction in turn around time to be of significant importance
to our organization.
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OUR EXPERIENCES IN FIELD TESTING NASA PERT "C"
by
Homer L. Smith
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
When NASA asked the Boeing Company to test the NASA PERT "C" Computer
Program, it was with the full knowledge that we had never seen the
program or any of its predecessors before. The difficulties that we
encountered in testing this program have all been corrected but are
discussed here because we feel that they are typical of those encoun-
tered in testing any large PERT computer system.
The Boeing Company IBM 7094's have 3 channels, and 6 tapes per channel.
The monitor systems used are the FORTRAN monitor for scientific work
and IBSYS Version ii for information systems. We are trying to get as
much of our work load under IBSYS as soon as possible. Our computers
are located in a separate facility and all work flow to and from this
facility is handled by messengers. Peripheral processing is by 1401's
using standard software. The load on our 1401's is such that getting
1401 time on prime shift is next to impossible due to the priority of
normal peripheral processing. Since our normal output from a PERT run
is at least 50,000 lines, you can understand what the effect on normal
workload may be.
When we received the NASA PERT "C" program from MSC, we had a little
re-educating to do because we have been leaning heavily on COBOL for
data processing and management information systems. Since we were
more familiar with IBSYS and because the rough draft manual we received
said we could, we embarked upon the task of running the program under
IBSYS Version ii.
The first problem we encountered was that we hadn't received the B5
loader card with the manual. This obstacle was quickly overcome after
preparing our own. We then discovered the channel problem. The program
was wTitten for a 2-channel machine and we didn't have enough tape units
on channels A&B to run the program. A call to Houston initiated a flurry
of activity, and a few days later we received some 500 instructions in
cards by Data Phone to be inserted into the program.
While waiting for the changes from MSC we tried to execute the program
in its original two channel version by using the program as a stand-
alone system. This venture was not very successful due to loops and
stops and after much head scratching we discovered that the channel traps
were not disabled. This trapping caused some very interesting gyrations.
This problem was easily solved in the B5 loader, and we got a successful
run to the point where we ran out of tapes.
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By this time _e had the three channel version ready so with rene_ed
confidence _e attempted to run. Timing problems caused the run to
abort, but a call to MSCbrought the single error to light and after
correcting it, we were running.
After making runs with several small networks that tested most of the
options, we ran a larger network of 5,200 activities. This network
has been run several times with various outputs. All runs have been
successful.
There are only two things that we know have not been tested. Since
we do not yet have an SC4020,we have not tried the microfilm output.
The secondthing that we have not tested is the secondary merge in
the report generations. Since the secondary merge does not require
any more instructions than the primary merge, we did not feel it
necessary to test this feature at this time.
Our experience with this program and its associated documentation
have led us to make the following recommendations:
i. A document be made available containing more detailed programming
information. It should contain deck setup diagrams, detailed
flow charts, and a description of how the calculations are made
and how schedule and actual dates are handled in the program.
2.' Additional information should be made available on the I/O &
SORT subroutines and the information flow (tape formats) in
the various passes of the program.
3. All machine stops should be removed and replaced by a comment
(both on and off-line) and a transfer to the monitor.
4. Provision should be made for saving the IBSYS monitor, if used.
5. The calendar routine should be made flexible enough to compensate
for holidays and weekends, if desired.
. File maintenance should be provided on the 7094 for those who
need it, and input to this routine should not be in a specified
order.
7. Serious consideration should be given to eventual use of standard
IBM I/0 and sort routines.
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In conclusion 1 would say that we feel that this program has features
that make it a valuable contribution to the managementinformation
field. Of special significance are the report cut-off, restart, and
end run features. The capacity of the program is more than adequate,
but the addition of a network summarization feature would prove useful.
The help that we received during the test was excellent, and anyone
who can make500 plus changes to a 25,000 instruction program, without
local testing, send them by Data Phone, and have them run with only
one error deserves a medal.
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NASA PERT FORTRAN IV PROGRAM
by
Elizabeth Ryan and Ross Bainbridge
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
INTRODUCTZON
The program to be described is a PERT time program written entirely in
compiler language and with a capacity in excess of 30,000 activities.
The program was written at Lewis Research Center with the assistance of
Hans Bremer and N. H. Dillard of Goddard Space Flight Center. (Topolo-
gical ordering by the pushdown technique is described in the conference
paper by Hans Bremer).
To best understand the reasons for production of this new program, a
brief review of the history for writing the program and also of the
programming philosophy at Lewis Research Center will be presented.
The project was proposed by Lewis in March of last year as a solution
to several problems that had arisen in using the machine-coded programs.
Briefly, these problems can be summarized as follows:
(i) The machine-coded program could be run only on one manufacturer's
equipment. This required sole source replacement of the computing
equipment when replacement was required for only 5 percent of the
load.
(2) A great deal of time of systems personnel was being spent in
maintaining machine-coded programs and in modifying them each
time a systems or handware change was implemented.
(3) The adoption of new hardware by an installation without a change
of manufacturer often requires extensive rewriting of the machine-
coded programs. For example, the substitution of disks or drums
for tapes requires considerable program revision.
It appeared that these problems were typical to the exclusive use of
machine-language programs and that compiler-written programs designed
to run under a typical monitor system would eliminate these problems.
A compiler-written program would have the added advantage of discourag-
ing the use of undocumented binary patching to the program decks. Since
modifications to a compiler-written program can much more easily be
made simply by recompiling a source deck, language documentation would
automatically be provided for all modifications.
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Lewis proposed to write this PERTprogram in FORTRANIV because it is
the compiler that has been implemented by most computer manufacturers,
and it is the compiler language most used by industry as well as NASA.
It is kno_mthat for a given algorithm an optimum machine-coded program
is faster than an optimum compiler program. But as the _igorithm becomes
larger or more complex, practical considerations of time and personnel
prevent ti_e production of an optimum machine language program whereas an
optimum compiler-written program can still be obtained. For example,
Le_.is has _ritten several large systems entirely in FORTRAN with excellent
results. These include a production IBM 1401 SPS assembler _ritten originally
in FORT_#/q i! and a FORTRAN II compiler and assembler written in FORTliAN II,
_;hich _ere mere efficient in running time than the FOf_TKAN II compiler and
assembler on the IBM 7090. In fact, this compiler and assembler have since
been converted to FORTRAN IV and are still heavily used in production ntatus
producing data reduction programs. A final example of compiler-written
programs is the SIFT program written in FORTRAN II, _A_,ich made mo_t FORTkAN
II programs FORTRAN IV compatible.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
In June 1963 the Lewis proposal was approved with the follo_ing restrictions:
(!) The program should be written in compiler language. Machine language
would be permitted only where large gains could be made in efficiency.
(2) The running time of the new program should not exceed running times
of the existing program.
(3) The program should have an ultimate capacity of 30,000 activities.
The use of a modular or skeletonizing technique to achieve this
would be considered.
(4) The format of input and output data would not be altered.
(5) The program should be compatible with the data processing equipment
then being used for PERT throughout NASA.
The first phase of the project - the production of a limited capacity
PERT time program entirely in FORTRAN IV - was completed in October. The
program, Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME I, has a capacity of 3500 activities and
has been distributed to the following installations and manufacturers:
NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center
Langley Research Center
Ames Research Center
Lewis Research Center
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
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Manufacturers
CDC
UNIVAC
Honeywell
Industrial
Belicomm
Aerojet General
Westinghouse
Goodrich
SHARE
T1_eprogram is in exclusive p_oduction use at Lewis, Ames, Goddard, and
Langley. The program is in operation at Aerojet and Bellcommon an
IBM 7040 and IBM7044. It has been submitted to and is available through
SHARE. The numberof installations that have received the program
through SHAREis not known.
PERFORMANCEDATA
Run times have been considered favorable on all machines used thus far.
The following performance data are for the first phase, PERTTIME I, as
recorded on an IBM 7094, running tape to tape using 729Vtape drives
at 800 BPI on two data channels. Times are exclusive of load time and
reflect sometime savings obtained by the blocking of output at 5 lines
per record.
Activities Outputs Time, Min
200 3 0.2
200 5 .3
300 4 .4
i000 5 2.5
1600 3 2.5
2830 4 7.5
Time studies were run using the configuration against the NASAPERTMod-B
machine-coded program that was then still in production at Lewis. Compa-
rative timings on the machine indicate that the program is 50 percent faster
than the Mod-BPERTmachine-coded program for networks under ii00 activities,
requiring no output merging; equal in speed for networks between Ii00 and
2100 activities, requiring a single output merge; and within I0 percent for
networks over 2100 activities and requiring multiple output merges.
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Since the original time study was conducted, computer configurations have
been switched and the following times for a directly coupled IBM 7094
model ll IBM 7040 with a disk, drum, and four model Vl tape units can
be reported:
Activities Outputs Time, rain
0 to i000 3 to 5 Under 0.5
I000 to 2000 3 to 5 Under 2.0
2000 to 3000 3 to 5 Under 5.0
Also on subnetted jobs where no more than a single merge is ever needed,
subnetted jobs have been run with a total of 4000 activities in under 6
minutes.
The next set of performance data was provided by Mr. E. Kilroy of Computer
Usage Company subcontracted to Bellcomm of Washington, D. C., from runs
made on a 7040/44 direct couple system with partial use of disks in place
of tape. The overlay feature utilized when running on our 7094 was not
necessary at Bellcomm.
Activities Outputs Time, rain
1839 3 7.4
204 3 .2
1330 2 3.2
Again times do not include load time. Mr. Kilroy also estimated that
this one time conversion cost to an IBM 7040/44 system was approximately
$3800. This cost included personnel and computing. A complete rewrite
of the program would have an estimated cost in excess of $50,000. We
feel this is a good illustration of the cost savings of a compiler-written
program.
Running times from Aerojet using an IBM 7044 with I0 tape drives, 4 disks,
2 channels, and a 1401 off-line are as follows:
Activities Outputs Time, rain
81 2 0.8
270 3 1.5
325 4 2.9
1300 4 3.0
2000 4 4.4
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This actually shows a 24-percent reduction in running cost over the NASA
PERT B, which runs on Aerojet's IBM 7094. These data were supplied by
Mr. T. C. Adams, a systems analyst at Aerojet General, Sacramento. The
appendix is an internal memorandum written by Mr. Adams in which he
evaluated the Lewis-Goddard PEI_T time program summary on the IBM 7044
verst_s the Mod-B program on the IBM 7094. We found this evaluation to
be very informative ns to the use of an IBM 7044 as a PERT management
production tool. The ease of modifying the program is attested not only
by the variety of mac=hines on _hich it is running but also by the many
features that !lave been added by individual installations.
EXTENSION OF PROGIcAM TO ILANDLE LARGER NETWORKS
The second phase of the project _as begun in December 1963. Its aim
_as to build the PERT TIME I program into a program of much greater
capacity with several new features. This _as done while still retaining
ability to process all smaller net_orks already Using the program. That
program, Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME II, has been in production and will be
made available to NASA installations along with a detailed system manual
and a separate looseleaf users manual that can be updated.
The capacity of the PERT TIME II program is in excess of 30,000 activi-
ties. The increased capacity is obtained using a subnet technique. It
is of interest to note that it is possible to maintain the size of the
basic subnet at 2200 activities, which is felt to be more than generous
enough for these people having experience with the IBM Cost-Time program
with the restriction of a basic subnet size of 750 activities.
At this point it is best to define what is meant by a subnet. A subnet
is simply any collection of interrelated activities belonging to a PERT
network. In the PERT network shown in figure I, where the circles
represent event points and the connecting lines represent activities,
the shaded activities make up a subnet, as do the activities enclosed
in the broken lines. Note that there are three event points (with
crosses in them) common to both subnets. These events are called
interface points between the two subnets. Subnets can be connected
only in this way, that is, by one or more interface events. In practical
terms, a subnet is often a_gical entity of some kind. For instance, in
a network representing a project involving four contractors (A, B, C,
and D) there could be four subnets each representing the work assigned
to one of the four contractors (Figure 2).
To facilitate this usage, it is not required that the interface points
have the same event number interior to each subnet in which they appear.
This eliminates the necessity of coordinating numbering of common events
among many contractors each of whom may be maintaining his own network.
To eliminate this, each interface point is given an alphabetic name,
the interface label, when its subnet is to be integrated. In figure 2,
for example, the interface point that has been labeled Ii may be known
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in contractor A's subnet as event 5000 and as event 4 in contract B's
subnet. With reference to the network as a whole, however, it is
simply interfaceevent If. An equivalence card concept was used to
show this relationship. Le_is experience finds these very flexible
_Jthout adding excessive card input to the program. This will be
discussed l,qter in more detail.
PROGRAM FEATUI_ES
A useful feature of the program is the provision for a different type
of subnet, the summary network. Suppose the subnet sho_n in figure 3
below the dotted line is being maintained by a department for its own
use. It may be that only those events with upward pointing broken
arrows need to be reported to higher management. These events can
then be made interfaces to a subnet_ which consist only of the inter-
face events. The resulting subnet can be represented by the figure
above the dotted line. It is a summary of the original subnet or
subnets and shows not only event relationship but also PERT network
logical flow as indicated by the solid arrows. The program will compute
time estimates along each path of the summary network using the detailed
paths from the original. If requested, activity cards for the summary
network can be punched out with delta time estimates. This deck can
then be sent on to _h,_ higher" management to be run as _is departme_t's
subne't in a larger network.
For truly effective management reporting, for example, summarized
reports are necessary as high levels of management are reached. This
is illustrated in figure 4 as a pyramid of PERT reports.
Now with the ability to place time estimates into an output form (the
same form as the standard NASA input) with activity times that truly
reflect the interrelationships of the base network, a method of even
further upward reporting is established. As_o_ in figure 5, the
program could support basic networks of 30,000 activities at Lewis,
Goddard, and Langley. In turn, various summaries are sent as basic
subnets to the program running on a computer used by NASA Headquarters.
The program could support a base in the example of 90,000 activities
and still present top management only the few hundred activities needed
at the top level of command.
People _4ho have had much contact _ith PERT networks are well acquainted
with dummy activities. There are several kinds of dummy activities,
but this is one of the most popular (see Figure 6).
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The activity connecting events 7 and 17 is a dummy inserted for the
express purpose of inventing a place to hang the label END TESTING.
What is actually needed here is a way of identifying event 7 at the
end of testing. The insertion of the dummy has added an extra event
and activity to the network. This practice as a substitute _or
event nomenclature is quite common and can cause a significant increase
to the size of a network. _,_nile large PERT networks may be regarded
as a sort of status symbol, they can be expensive.
By using the PERT TItlE II program, the event 7 can be named directly
by the use of an event card:
00000070000007 END TESTING
The event number is entered in both the predecessor and successor
columns, and nomenclature appears in the normal field. At report
time, the event _ill appear in normal sort order with its expected
and allowed dates and slack. The event card does not in any _,'ay
enter into the PERT calculation and so does not increase the size of
the network.
The updating or file maintenance technique used in PERT TIME II also
represents a ne_ approach. Previously the master file has been nothing
more than a tape bearing the activity cards for a given network. When
it was desired to change the network, the tape was first updated to
obtain a ne_ master file, and the ne_ master file was used as input
for a complete reexecution of the network. The PERT TIME II program
performs updating as a part of the normal PERT run, thus eliminating
duplication of operations. A tape developed as part of the PERT
calculation is used as the master file. This tape contains not only
the activity cards (in blocked form) but also all other information
needed to make reports directly from the tape without recalculation.
All this information is separated by subnet. Since many times not
all subnets need be changed on a given update run, only those that
are changed need be recalculated. The master tape is read only once
as updating and recalculation of a subnet are overlapped. In addition
to providing a fast and efficient update, this technique eliminates
dependence on the availability of a second computer.
As a further aid to maintaining networks, completed activities can be
automatically deleted from the master file as an option. This feature
has two important results. First, by eliminating past activities that
no longer alter the project schedule, it reduces the effective in-core
size of the network. Secondly, it has been found that a great deal of
updating is done for the purpose of removing completed activities. This
type of routine updating can now be completely eliminated.
TOPOLOGICAL PROCEDURES
The topological or network analyzing procedures used in the Lewis-Goddard
PERT time program are not the familiar topological sorting techniques
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used in other PERT programs. The technique used here is an application
of pushdown lists or tables more commonly useJ in compilers and recursive
routines. The pushdown table is actually a memory device used to
remember decision points or alternate decision routes. For example,
in the game or decision tree
©
it is often desirable to know the branches (paths or decisions in a
game tree sense) not taken at points 2, 3 and 8. A pushdown table is
used to do this by placing the alternate routes not taken at 2, 3, and
8 into a table. Upon retracing the path that actually was followed,
the last nonentered branch would appear at the last entered position
of the pushdown table. By extracting this branch, the alternative
decision or path can also be analyzed. For example, in the figure
taking path i to 2 to 3 to 4 would result in entering in order in a
pushdown table 2 to 8 and 3 to 5. Working back from the end point 4
would result in looking at branch 3 to 5 and then the path from branch
2 to_8.
It now becomes apparent that the game tree figure actually can represent
a PERT time or cost network with the decision points i, 2, 3, etc. as
events and the decisions or paths between them I to 2, 2 to 3, etc. as
activities. Program adaptation of the pushdown table to analysis of PERT
networks can actually be divided into three steps. The first step is
getting the branch activities into the pushdown table. The second step
with taking the last activity from the pushdown table and placing it
into another table (the path list) that in final form contains all the
activities on a particular network path. The third step then reduces
the path list until a branch or start event is located on the pushdown
table.
This procedure can be illustrated as follows:
\
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The acti,,itics in s table sre as follows:
i to 2
2 to 3
3 to 4
3 to 6
3 to 7
4 to 5
6 to 5
The fo!' -'_i'_S lyJ. ,,.... ano sis is 2erformed:
Step
(z)
(2)
(z)
(2)
(z)
(2)
Pushdown table
1 - 2
2 - 3
3 - 4
3 - 6
3 - 7
Path list
1 - 2
1 2
.....7L --{--
2 - 3
i - 2
2 - 3
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 7
End #vent 7 encountered with path ------> is located in the path
list. Expected and allowed times can be calculated at this point.
Step
(3)
(2)
(i)
(2)
Pushdown table
"3- 4
3 - 4
Path list
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 6
1 - 2
2 - 3
3 - 6
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 6
6 - 5
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End event 5 encountered _ith _ is located in the path list.
Expected and allowed times can be calculated at this point.
Step
(31
Pushdown table
3 -
(3) 3 -
(2)
(i) - s
(2)
Path list
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 6
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 4
i - 2
2 - 3
3 - 4
i - 2
2 - 3
3 -
- 5
End event 5 again encountered with path > is located in path
list. Expected and allowed times can be calculated at this point.
Step (3) now finds the activity list complete and will then go on to
another start or if no other starts exist into another program phase.
The expected times are calculated as a path is completed by the use of
a table of events. These event tables are used to keep expected and
allowed times for each network event. The expected times are forward
calculated and replace the previously calculated event expected time
in the events table (TSUPE) only when the expected time now being
calculated is greater. Allowed times are calculated from the last to
the first event with replacement of the previously calculated allowed
time in the events table (TSUPL) only when the currently calculated
allowed time is smaller.
When output reports are required, it becomes a simple matter to interro-
gate the events tables to get the predecessor and successor event times.
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The following methods were used to modify the basic topological procedure
and to increase its efficiency:
(i) Sequential numbering of the events eliminated events table
searching. This sequential numbering also eliminated the
necessity for retaining internally the actual event numbers.
(2) Retention of the activity position counter in an events table
eliminates any activity table searches. This in turn eliminates
the necessity for retaining internally the predecessor event of
an activity.
(3) Experimentation with the expected and allowed time calculations
resulted in the determination that if an expected time was less
than or an allowed time greater than the previous value found
in the events tables, then the path analysis could be terminated
at that point. This innovation results in a considerable savings
in actual internal computing times.
By introducing the pushdown table techniques into the processing of PERT
networks, by doing as much in core processing as possible, and by limiting
table searching and unnecessary calculation, the FORTRAN IV program
developed into a highly efficient topological technique. This technique
also makes modular networks easier to analyze and gives flexibility in
experimentation with faster methods.
REPORTING AND SORTING TECHNIQUES
In preparing reports it is necessary to determine the order, with respect
to several possible formats, of the activity records that make up each
subnet. Because this ordering must be performed many times during the
execution of any network, the procedure used must be as efficient as
possible. The ordering method developed for use in Lewis-Goddard PERT
time is now described.
The activity buffer into which the activity records have been placed
constitutes a table of activities and their associated information. For
each activity on the network there is an activity record and each record
contains several storage words of information about its activity. Each
item of activity information (predecessor and event numbers, expected
and allowed dates, slack, department code, etc.) is assigned a fixed
position in the activity record. With each item of information, then,
can be associated two subscripts; the first refers to the position of
its activity record in relation to all other records, and the second
to the particular item's position relative to all other activity infor-
mation in the record.
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An item of information pertaining to the 10th activity and which _a_
assigned the 4th word in the activity record would have subscripts
I0 and 4. That same item of information about activity 25 would have
subscripts 25 and 4. Rather than rearranging the activity records
themselves, which would be costly both in terms of execution time
and core storage usage, the ordering routine rearranges their associated
subscripts. At the termination of the ordering procedure there _ill
have been produced a list of subscripts whose order indicates the order
of their associated activity records with respect to the _iven key.
The initial phase of the process is a scanning of the activity keys
to determine the extent of natural order as the records lie i'_ core;
both ascending and descending order is detected. The following list
is constructed. Position 1 of the list contains the number of activity
records that make up the first sequence of ordered records - the sign
is made negstive to indicate ascending order or positive to indicate
descending order. The second position refers in the same _a} to the
second sequence and so on, so that if the activity buffer consist- _ of
n such sequences, there _ill be n entries in the list. (if the
activities lie in the buffer as shown in step i, the list produced
would be as shown in LIST I. The first four activities are i_ ascendiag
order as are the next 3. The four activities following the second
sequence, however, are in descending order so that the entry is positive.
The 25 activity records consist of 7 sequences as described in LIST1).
The remainder of the ordering procedure consists of combining consecutive
pairs of sequences to form half as many sequences of combined length.
The smaller activity key from the first sequence is compared to the smaller
from the second sequence. The subscript of the activity whose key is
smaller is placed in the first position of a second list (depicted in
step 2 as LIST2). If the smaller key came from sequence i, the key for
the next activity in sequence l is compared to the first activity's key
in sequence 2. The subscript of the smaller is placed in the second
position of LIST 2. Comparisons continue until subscripts of all activities
in one of the sequences have been placed in LIST 2. The subscripts from
the remaining sequence are then placed in LIST 2 and the combining process
is repeated for the next two sequences. As each pair is combined, LIST 1
£s revised to reflect the combined length of the sequences. (Step 2 shows
LISTI and LIST2 following the first stage of sorting whereby the 7 original
sequences were reduced to 4. LISTI then indicates that the activities
associated with the first 7 subscripts form a sequence as do tbe activities
associated with the next i0, etc. All entries in LIST1 are no_ left positive
since after the first combination pass all sequences have been constructed
in ascending order.)
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The four sequencesgiven by LIST2 are now combined in the samemanner
to produce two sequencesthat are described by a list of subscripts
in LIST3. (The conclusion of this pass is represented in step 3.)
Ordinarily at this point, LIST3 together with LIST1 _ould be used to
produce a new list that will be placed in LIST2, so that LISl_2and
LIST3 are alternately used and overwritten. In practice, however,
once the numberof sequenceshas been reduced to 2 the activity whose
key is smaller is simply written as output after each compare.
TABLEIo ORDERINGPROCEDURE
Act ivi-
ties
Step i Step 2 Step 3
Keys LISTI LISTI LIST2 LISTI LIST3
i 3 -4 7 i 17 ii
2 S -3 I0 S 8 i
3 7 +4 6 2 12
8 -6 2 6 S
5 _ ±3 3 i0
6 6 +3 4 i3
7 9 .2 7 2
8 7 ii 9
9 S 12 6
i0 4 i0 14
ii I 13 3
12 3 9 8
13 4 14 15
i_ 6 8 4
15 7 15 7
16 9 16 16
17 Ii 17 17
18 i0 23 23
19 8 22 25
20 6 2O 24
21 7 21 22
22 5 19 20
23 i 18 21
2_ _ 25 19
25 3 2_ 18
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With the completion of PERTTIME II Lewis is confident that it has ful-
filled its original goals.
i. TILeprogram is written in the FORTRANIV compiler language.
2. The running times do not exceed those of the NASAMod-B program.
o The enlarging of the subnet technique has led to extended
capabilities. The use of summary networks and the pyramid use
of the program at varying levels of management are two ex_nples
of this. It is felt that both these features add greatly to the
power of a PERT time program and will prove extremely useful to
management groups at all levels. It is possible to handle over
30,000 activities with a maximum limit on subnets of 2200 activities.
4. Formats and outputs are compatible with existing standards.
. The program is capable of running on data processing equipment
within NASA. It has been found that the program is easy to
use, as evidenced by the number of installations presently using
PERT TIME I, and correspondingly easy to implement at individual
installations. Additions and modifications can easily be made
to adapt the program to the differing requirements of these
installations.
6. The entire project was completed by only two programers, each
devoting less than i man-year.
In short, it is felt that the Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME II is an efficient
and powerful program that is easy to use and can easily be implemented.
The program should prove valuable especially to computer systems groups
_ho have long needed a standard PERT time program that can be used
regardless of hardware or system demands.
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APPENDIX
To: Distribution Date: 19 May 1964
TCA:mit:Ext.3090
From: T.C. Adams 200ZA:2360
Subject: Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME-I for the 7040/44
Distribution: S. A. Chappell, F. Wo Eagen, J. D. Poulsen, J. C. Richardson,
J. V. Rizzo, J. R. Soll, R. E. Stienmuller, E. C. Wolf
Copies to : Sacto:
Glendale:
A. Feinberg, R. T. La Sarge, R. W. Lee, R. J. Machado,
File
D. B. Cyrog
Enclosure : (i) Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME-I for the 7040/44
(2) Lewis-Goddard PERT TIME-I versus PERT System 'B'
(3) 'ASPERT,' NASA PERT TIME System on the 7040/44
I. BACKGROUND
Ao The LG-PERT program (Job 24040) for the 7044 was compared to the
existing NASA PERT TIME program (Job I041AA) for running time com-
parisons. The test data consisted of three 'stacked' networks
approximately 400 total activities. The results are below:
1041AA (7094) LG-PERT (7044)
Load time 0.16 1.20
Execute time 1.33 1.62
Total time 1.49 2.82
cost $298 - $7.38 $18o - $8.48
The results indicate the 1041AA is less expensive to run than the
new '44' version. The obvious reason for this is the excessive load
time cost which results while using the '44' version of LG-PERT.
B. Based on a statement by us, that this load time could be reduced
significantly, Project M-I has requested Job 24040 be put into pro-
duction. The request also made provisions for the three (3) minor
modifications to LG-PERT proposed in the Lewis-Goddard PERT status
memo dated 3 April 1964.
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II.
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STATUS TO DATE
A. The program is now in production with the binary program on the
systems library taps. The program is called for by a "$EXECUTE
LGPERT" card. The results with the previous test case data, run
under the production status conditions, are as follows:
LO-PERT (7044)
Load time 0.24
Execute time 1.62
Total time 1.86
Cost $180 - $S.58
B° We encourage you to use this new system. We have demonstrated it
is less expensive to run and expect you to take advantage of its
new features. (A cost savings of 24 percent was realized in this
test case.) Job reports explaining the program can be obtained
from the Divisional Librarian (ask for Job 240@0). Additional in-
formation can be obtained from us (refer to COSMOS Ref. v-ll, p-7).
An outline of the differences between Job I041AA and Job 24040 have
been included with this letter (Enclosure (2)).
C. An outline of LG-PERT's features and capabilities has been enclosed
with this memo. The outline is organized by categories recommended
by Corporate Systems for PERT software evaluation (Enclosure (i)).
III. FUTURE ACTIONS
A. For the first time since AGC S-digit PERT was used by today's NASA
PERT users, Computing Sciences is capable of providing programer
support on the NASA PERT system. This means the requests for modi-
fications, new features, etc., proposed by you can now be processed.
B. Project M-I has for some time requested the capability of non-
sequential data input to a NASA PERT program. Also they have been
interested in Master File Maintenance for NASA PERT. The enclosed
paper called 'ASPERT 7 (COSMOS Ref. v-II, p-9) is an overall PERT
systems plan for NASA PERT users. The plan provides an overall
framework for PERT user's needs; it is designed on the subsystem
concept and thus could be constructed in parts if so desired
(Enclosure (3)).
T. C. Adams, Analyst
Management Analysis & Programing
Computing Sciences Division
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TOPOLOGICAL ORDERING USING T_LE PUSHDOWN TECHNIQUE
by
Hans Bremer
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Marylan8
In the analysis of all PERT networks, the problem reduces itself to
one of computing TE, TL, and the resultant slack for each activity.
To accomplish this, one has to proceed in some orderly fashion if
one is going to have a computer do this. Now, normally _hen we
look at a PERT chart, we are looking at the data in an entirely
different fashion than the computer does. That is, we can perceive
data in one, two or even in three dimensions and proceed to act upon
this data. The computer, however, can accept data only in one
dimension, so that we have to break a PERT chart down into a deck
of cards, one activity per card and feed this deck serially to
the computer. Thus, we are presenting the computer with data in
one dimension. Normally we order such a deck either numerically
or alphabetically, but this order relationship, generally has no
bearing on the network because the labelling of the network is
arbitrary. Therefore, in order to make the computer see the network
list in an organized fashion, such as we see it when we look at it
in two dimensions, we have to order the activity list by topological
order. Once we order the list topologically, it is quite easy to
compute TE, TL, and slack. This, then is why we worry about topolo-
gical ordering.
Now, topological ordering is actually a type of rank ordering, which,
while it is similar to numerical ordering or alphabetical ordering,
is different in the sense that the ordering criteria is implied by
the list itself and is not imposed by some external criteria as is
the case in numerical or alphabetical ordering. For instance, we all
know what is meant by numerical ordering. It is a common criteria
which we all apply to a list of numbers.
If we were going to order a list, containing employee's serial numbers,
we would simply match the employee's numbers against all the integers
and arrange them in the order of the integers.
Notice here that the employee's numbers are single element entities,
as opposed to activities which are double element entities. Further-
more, in a list of activities, it is understood that the first element
points to the second, and that the second element may or may not
represent the first element of some other activity on the list.
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Topological ordering, thus involves only lists madeup of two elements
per entity and where one element points to the other, as is the case
of the activity list. A reasonable definition of topological ordering
can be given as follows; a list is said to be in topological order if
every element in the list preceeds all other elements that it points
to in the list.
As a small example consider three arrows labelled x to y, y to a and a
to b. In a list they might appear as
yto a
x to y
atob
Arranged in topological order this list would appear as
x to y
y to a
atob
It is the fact that the ordering is implicit in the list that makes
topological ordering a relatively difficult sort problem. The reason
being that we first have to scan the list to find the ordering criteria
and then we have to apply it, whereas in ordinary numerical or alpha-
betical sorting, the criteria is known beforehand. The pushdownlist
technique seemedto be the easiest to implement using the Fortran language.
An understanding of how the pushdowntechnique was used to perform the
topological ordering necessary to computeTE and TL will provide future
users of the NASA-FORTRANPERTProgramwith the ability to modify this
particular subroutine in the program, if their needs so dictate.
The pushdowntechnique is a very powerful device. It is used extensively
by people whowrite compilers. It is also known to the people in business
data processing world as the "Last in-first out" file. In one line of
machines at least, there exists actual hardware instructions to implement
the pushdowntechnique. This is the Burroughs B-5000. IBM and SHARE
have also considered the technique to be of sufficient merit as to include
an instruction set for it in the new program language that is being
proposed for IBM's 360-Line.
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Basically, the pushdownlist can be thought of quite conveniently as one
of those holders of plates that one sees in cafeterias, where as we
pile more plates on a pile, the top one is always level with the serving
table. In our use of the pushdowntechnique we have 2 pushdownlists -
one which we actually call the pushdownlist and the other the path list.
Conceptually, the technique has the effect tracing out all of the paths
in a network. At first blush this would appear to present a formidable
amount of work, both in terms of the amountof bookkeeping instructions
required and the amountof machine time required. But, this is precisely
the power of the technique, there is very little bookkeeping involved,
and consequently the amountof machine time used is kept minimal.
To illustrate how the technique works let us take the example in the
NASA-PERTComputerSystems' Manual, dated June 1963, see Figure I.
This provides us with a list of activities sorted by successor within
predecessor order and will be called the activity list, as in Figure 2.
All in all we will need four lists: The Activity List, the Pushdown
List, the Path List and an Order List.
The first step consists of taking the activities associated with a Start
event and putting these activities on the PushdownList. Starts and
ends can either be identified as input data or searched for and flagged.
Thus we put the activities AC, AD, BCand BE on the PushdownList. See
Figure 3. Having just placed someitems on the PushdownList we go
and take the first activity off of this list and place it on the Path
List. Thus activity ACappears on the Path List, as in Figure 4.
Having just placed an activity on a Path List, we first check to see
if the associated successor is a terminal event. In this case it is
not, consequentlyj the process continues. This consists of examining
the successor event and using it as a search argument for pulling off
of the activity list all those activities whosepredecessors match the
search argument. In this case the activities CDand CEmatch this
criterion and therefore are placed on the PushdownList as in Figure 5.
Again, having just put someitems into the PushdownList we proceed to
immediately remove the top one and add this to the Path List. See
Figure 6. Having just addedan item to the Path List we again check
to make sure that this isn't the end of the path by comparing the
successor event with the terminal events. Since this is not a terminal
event, we continue as before. That is, we take the successor event
and use it as the search argument for searching the activity list for all
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activities with matching predecessors. In this case DE and DF, and
we place these on the Pushdown List, as in Figure 7. From here we
immediately place the activity DE, which was the last item entered
into the Pushdown List onto the Path List. Hence the activity DE
is also the first out of the Pushdown List. This then is also the
reason for the other name for the Pushdown List, namely, last in-
first out, or LIFO.
By now the process is rather obvious. That is, we check to see if
the new item on the Path List is an end item. If not we proceed to
pull new items off of the Activity List and onto the Pushdown List.
Thus EGgoes to the Pushdown List and from there to the Path List as
in Figure 9 and Figure I0. This time the successor event is a
terminal event so the algorithm comes to a branch point, for it is at
this point that we can begin to rank some of the events in the events
list, namely those that appear on the Path List. We rank these events
as shown in Figure 10B.
After we have noted the event ranking we remove the last item from
the Path List, that is the activity EG and proceed to the next item,
namely DE and again using the successor event as the search argument,
that is the event E, we now begin to search the Pushdown List for
activities to match. Note the difference here, as long as we are
adding activities to the Path List, we search the Pushdown List for
follow-on activities to make up the path.
At this point in time the activity DE has no follow-on activities
in the Pushdown List, hence it too is removed from the Path List,
as in Figure 12 and we proceed to the next activity on the Path
List. The activity, namely CI) does have a follow-on activity on
the Pushdown List and this is the activity DF. This activity is now
removed from the Pushdown List and is added to the Path List. We
now proceed as we did earlier, that is having added something to the
Path List, we examine it to see if it has a terminal event which in
this case it does. Thus we pause again long enough to compute the
ranking, as in Figure 13.
Having computed rank order we remove DF from the Path List and proceed
to match successor events on the Path List with Predecessor events on
the Pushdown List and removing activities from the Path List until a
match occurs. Thus_ eventually AC and CE match this fashion and so
CE is finally added to the Path List (Figure 16), and the point at
which this happens is then the signal to move in a forward direction
as we have already outlined.
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At some point the Path List will be exhausted and at this juncture,
we look to the Pushdown List to see if there are still one or more
items left in the list. If none are left the process is terminated.
If some are left, we continue the process by taking the first item
in the Pushdown List and placing it in the Path List, and proceed
from there as outlined above.
At some point we will have traced out all of the paths and consequently
we _ill have established a topological ordering within the events. If
we wanted to we could also rank the activities now.
This would be done by taking the corresponding rank number for the
event that matches the successor event of the activity and assigning
the rank number to the activity; and doing this for all activities.
Then it is simply a matter of performing a numerical sort on this number
to obtain the required topological ordering of activities.
It should be pointed out that we have done all of this work, of arrang-
ing the activities in topological ordering for the sole purpose of
computing TE and T L. This is the process followed in most of the
available PERT programs.
In the current NASA-FORTRAN Program, however, we have departed from
this approach, with the result that we have been able to eliminate the
sort step just described, and thus save some additional machine time.
Remember the thing that we are really after, after all is TE (and TL) ,
and it can actually be computed at the time that we rank the events
on the event list. Thus, instead of assigning rank value to the events,
we merely assign values in terms of the number of weeks that will
elapse before the current event can take place with reference to some
base date. The events are thus ranked by order, but even more than
that, they are ranked by time.
Some additional comments should be made about the actual implementation.
The major share of the implem_Ltation was done by Liz Ryan and Ross
Bainbridge of the Lewis Research Center.
The following methods were used by them to modify the basic topological
procedure and to increase its efficiency.
. Sequential numbering of the events eliminated events table
searching. This sequential numbering also eliminated the
necessity for retaining internally the actual event numbers.
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o Retention of the activity position counter in sn events table
eliminates any activity ta_le searches. This in turn eliminates
the necessity for retaining internally the predecessor event of
an activity.
o Experimentation with the T E and T L calculations resulted ii_ ti_e
determination that if T E was less than, or if T L _as greater
than the previous value computed than the path analysis could
be terminated, for this path. This innovation resulted in a
considerable savings in actual internal computing times.
Mr. Don Hiller of the Control Data Corporation, Washington Data Center,
has informed me that they have successfully run the Fortran version of
NASA PERT on the CDC 3600.
I have been told by Mr. Lou Thomas of UNIVAC, Federal Government Marketing,
out of Washington, D. C., that he has successfully run the Fortran PERT
on Univac's 1107.
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THE NASA PERT 1410 SYSTEM
by
AI Sheffield
NASA John F. Kennedy Space Center
Cocoa Beach, Florida
INTRODUCT ION
My presentation today is on the NASA PERT Time System as handled by
the IBM 1410 Computer.
We at Cape Kennedy started about 1 year ago with 1 Pert network. No_
we have grown to about 18 running networks _ith 13 more on the Planning
Board to come in shortly.
We are presently producing runs on the transporters, the co_struetion
of LUT, Complex 37, Complex 34, and the Cryogenic Test Building. The
13 networks now in the planning stage _ill cover the activation of
checkout facilities at the new NASA MILA installation.
Our 1410 Pert system is completely tape oriented and uses the ne_ GE-415
as its I/O Slave. We have had the GE-415 for about 1½ months now. It
was obtained to replace the 1401 we were previously using.
Our 1410 program utilizes 40K positions of memory, 7 tape drives, and
two channels. The GE-415 is used for card-to-tape, and tape-to-printer
functions.
SYSTEM DESIGN OVERALL PROBLEM
The major problem was to design a system that could handle Pert Time
as prescribed by NASA Headquarters for the 7090, for the 1410 having
less core memory storage ability and fewer tape drives.
The necessary memory for containing entire tables in core was not avail-
able. This would have increased operational speed by use of address
modification for direct addressing.
This was overcome by use of work tapes containing the tables, calling
in by segments, when and as needed. This, however, necessitates many
READ-WRITE-REWIND operations, which causes considerable loss of time.
At present this is a very slow running system.
Our system is arranged into 3 separate sections, each one linked
program-wise to the next. The system operates from one section to
the other without operator intervention.
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EDIT
Weat CapeKennedyfelt that because of the slow processing of our
Pert system. Weshould have a real strong edit program that would
assure a successful Pert Run.
Wewanted an edit that would catch every error possible that could
cause a Pert Run to go haywire.
Things to be handled were:
i. Card edit of every field.
2. Dangling predecessor.
3. Dangling successor.
4. Constraints.
5. End-Events that are not legitimate.
Our Pert ADPStaff at CapeKennedyis very small. It is as small as
two people, and these two people have other areas of responsibility
besides Pert. Therefore, our ADPStaff does no correcting of Pert
networks at all.
Werun our edit and any errors detected are sent back to the user for
correction. Wemonitor the Run itself, but not the correction of the
networks. This edit is designed to run independent from the main Pert
Programsand allows for customer intervention.
This edit is divided into 3 phases:
PhaseI - Performs a complete card inspection, Field by Field.
A. Valid code
B. Valid predecessor No.
C. Valid successor No.
D. Valid date
E. Valid activity time.
F. Completion date FON 3 cards, which are completed items.
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Phase II - Checks for the following items:
A. Dangling predecessor
B. Dangling successor
C. Points of constraint.
Phase III - Produces an 80/80 listing of the entire network in
succ. sequenceas an aid for user to check out his
errors.
Every messageon an error listing should be checked out by user,
whether he be a Pert user or the user of someother computer system.
Therefore, only valid rejects should be placed on such a listing, for
user checking.
This edit program, with this thought in mind, has eliminated the
unnecessary printing out of ending events as dangling successors.
This is accomplished by keeping a table of all ending events in the
network. Whena dangling successor condition is detected by the
program, it checks against this table to see if it is an Ending-
Event. If a match occurs, the item is not printed out. If no match
occurs, then it is printed out. This has eliminated someunnecessary
checking that user previously was having to perform.
Another error messagethat was causing considerable concern was that
of constraints.
A point of constraint is where more than one activity leads into a
given event. Result is subsequent activities should not be completed
until all legs leading into this starting event are completed. However,
it is possible for activities beyond this point to be started, yet
prior activities not being completed. This program makes this check
and by checking all activities leading from this event for Code 3's.
As a result, constraints printed out on error list are only legitimate
constraints that would cause Time Schedule in processing to get out of
proportion and run to blow.
This edit has accomplished two things for us at Cape Kennedy:
i. It has cut down on rerun time.
2. By eliminating erroneous error messages and increasing the turn-
around time in furnishing user with product.
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SUMMARY
Our 1410 Pert system will not handle the new Pert "C" changes. This,
along _ith the slowness of the system brought about a re-write of our
Pert, which our ADP Staff is undertaking now.
Once REWRITE is completed, we expect Run Time to be decreased by at
least 50 percent of its present time.
Our REWRITE will be in Auto Coder. Once this is accomplished, we
intend to _:nderta'_<e the t_'sns]_tion of our _e_,Trite to LO]TO_.
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USEOF S0-4020FOR NASAPERTGRAPHIC
(ThePAGe)
by
Jerry Huffman
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
INTRODUCTION
My portion of the presentation is concerned with graphical PERT output,
or the condensation of vast amounts of data into meaningful form for
management. With the advent of computers, management has been flooded
with vast amounts of data. Whereas before, too little data was avail-
able for valid management decisions, now too much data for adequate
assimilation is available.
Prior to the development of the system I will discuss, 0MSF Schedule
and Review Procedures (SARP) charting was done manually. SARP charts
are a reporting media by which NASA Field Centers report key milestone
information from PERT to Headquarters just as PERT is a system by which
industry reports to Field Centers. Figure 1 is an example of a SARP
chart. The volume of SARP charts had increased to the point that it
had become burdensome to prepare them manually.
APPROACH
Utilizing the IBM iA10 computer and the General Dynamics SC4020 Recorder,
the PERT Automatic Graphical Extensions, or "PAGE", was designed as one
answer to this program. PAGE selects milestone data from a normal NASA
PERT 7094 run and displays it in a meaningful format on graphical charts.
The SC4020, a cathode ray tube device, has the ability to plot curves,
draw axes, determine vectors, and in a fraction of a second, type highly
accurate graphs and charts.
ADVANTAGES DERIVED BY USE OF SC4020 GRAPHICS
Several benefits can be readily obtained by use of the PAGE system for
automating management charts. Some of these are:
I. Interpretation of graphic schedules can be quickly made.
2. Various parts of the same PERT network can be automatically
grouped and graphically compared.
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3. Data from parts of different PERT networks can be integrated
and summarized for quick comprehension.
4. Trends can be readily projected and examined.
5. The marriage of NASA PERT and PAGE can provide the program
and project manager and other management personnel with a
picture that can be grasped rapidly so that rescheduling and
direction can be quickly provided.
. Compared with manual chart illustration techniques and con-
ventional photographic processes, monetary savings can be
expected.
1 With a relatively simple method of manual coding and input,
the PAGE system can serve many applications without the
necessity of developing a concurrent PERT system.
INPUTS
The "A-4" binary output tape from a 7094 NASA/PERT run is the input to
the PAGE system. Milestone symbols in columns 2 and 3 are used to
identify the arrangement and selection of data. Controls have been
established that permit page-grouping of data by column 2 and/or column
3 individually, or by both at the same time, compatible with NASA/PERT
M.d. "C".
PROCE SSING
PAGE 1410 processing is accomplished in three phases. In Phase I,
selection for a detailed network is done by consideration of
activities past due, activities due during the next period, latest
allowable activities of the current period, and the latest allowable
activities of the next period. Selection for a summary network can
also be made by predetermined selected level or milestone symbols and
by organization designators.
Phase II involves sorting of the selected entries by M/S, date, slack,
or selection of any of five fields that are in the input record.
In Phase III, the sorted data is formatted into necessary plotting
instructions, which permit the SC4020 to prepare 35 mm microfilm and
graphical charts displaying selected data. Scales and titles are added
during this run.
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OUTPUTS
Figure i.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Figure 5.
Figure 6.
Master Schedule
TL This Period
TL Past Due
TE Next Period
TL Next Period
WL - WE (Slack)
This is only a partial list of examples. Other output groupings are
available.
The following information (1-9) appears at the top of each chart, is
given by three control cards, and is inserted on a master record by
Phase I:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.
Title for each master record.
Contractor and contractor number.
Schedule number.
Project number.
Level.
Original schedule date.
Latest change date.
Schedule responsibility.
Status responsibility.
Network description.
Network identification.
Date of the report.
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Items 10-12 listed above and the detail activity information for each
entry on a chart is taken from the PAGE input tape which has all the
basic calculations from a PERT 7094 run. The additional information
supplied by this source is as follo_s:
i. Expected completion date.
2. Latest allowable completion date.
3. Scheduled co_npletion date.
4. Actual completion date.
5. Successor event number.
6. Predecessor event number.
7. Activity time.
8. Activity description.
9. Organization.
I0. Slack.
ii. Resources.
12. Master schedule.
The vertical broken line on the output chart denotes "time now", the
date of the report. Arrows may be used to represent any date in the
above list except "Latest allowable completion date". Arrows are used
in the example in this presentation to designate "Expected completion
dates". "E"s and "L"s on the chart entries are used to denote expected
completion dates (unless arrow used for this purpose) and latest
allowable completion dates, respectively.
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PLANS FOR MECHANIZING CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT
by
K. C. Mulcahy
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C.
We have recently completed a revision of the NASA Form 533, Contractor
Financial Management Report.
This is an illustration of the format. It contains: costs incurred,
forecasts of costs to contract completion, estimated final costs, a
distribution of current contract value, estimated completion date, and
unfilled orders outstanding as of the report date.
The reporting categories are: subdivisions of the work under contract,
elements of cost for subdivisions - that is, direct labor, direct
material, overhead, subcontracts and so forth, direct labor hours for
each direct labor element of cost, and unfilled orders outstanding
forecasts. It is a monthly report - but the forecasts are mandatory
only quarterly.
The NASA Form 533 was established after a series of tests and evaluations
as the basic report of contractor financial management data to NASA
project managers. After approval by the Bureau of the Budget, it was
placed in NASA-wide operation in February, 1962. It is more comprehen-
sive than forms used by DoD for the similar purpose of obtaining
contractor financial management data, DD Forms 1097 and 1177. The
NASA Form 533 is important because something like 90% of NASA's costs
are incurred by contractors and NASA's budget is at an annual rate in
excess of five billion dollars. E_en the initial approval expired,
NASA recommended some simplifications - reduction in the report columns,
eliminations of redundant data from previous reports, and clear defini-
tions.
Since the NASA Form 533 is the basic input of financial data from
contractors to the NASA financial management system, the coordination
of revisions within NASA required careful consideration. Under the
Federal Reports Act, the revisions were submitted to the Bureau of
the Budget for approval. A panel of the Advisory Council on Federal
Reports was convened to advise the Bureau. This process takes time but
both Industry and NASA have reached clearer understandings because of
it.
In general, NASA's need for the report is clearly recognized. Much of
the discussion by the panel of the Advisory Council on Federal Reports
centered on the revision which gave formal recognition in the report
instructions of direct labor hours reporting. Since most major contrac-
tors have been furnishing direct labor hour data to NASA since inception
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of the report, and NASA has been utilizing the data extensively, the
Bureau approved this formal change.
The other major point weighed by the Bureau was the detail forecasting
by quarter. Forecasting is the name of the game, however, and detail
is necessary because many people must make related decisions on common
bases. Forecasts are expected to fluctuate and to differ from actuals.
If it were not so, we would be in a fixed-price rather than a cost
reimbursement environment.
NASA's general management has recognized an urgent and immediate need
for cost-based planning to resolve the problems of operating within FY
1965 anticipated appropriations. Further, the longer range objectives
in the management of the agencys' resources are being based on the
accrued costs of cost reimbursement contractors. The NASA Form 533 is
essential to both of these aspects of NASA's overall program operating
plans. These plans are basic to NASA's budgetary control. The NASA
Form 533 is ideally suited for the role of cornerstone in NASA's budget
system.
The Bureau of the Budget has levied upon NASA a requirement to report
on the uses of the forecasts, the changes made to them, and the means
used to improve them. Subject only to this continuing review, they
have approved NASA's use of the Form 533 through May 31, 1968.
Coordination within NASA, discussion with the panel of the Advisory
Council on Federal Reports, and formal approval by the Bureau of the
Budget each resulted in some minor changes. In this climate of change,
we have held back on agency-wide standards for mechanizing the NASA
Form 533. We were fairly certain some changes would be made, but
because of the necessity to negotiate uncertain of the exact changes.
A real need exists for a mechanized analysis of the NASA Form 533. The
need is timeliness. Financial data comes in detail which must be
developed and analyzed or it cannot be used by NASA project managers
in decision making. Only when the time span between receipt and
decision is short can there be real assurance that action in response
to decision is the effective cause of change. The projects are too
large, too complex, and too developmental in nature to wait on hand
sorted, checked, and computed financial data.
In order to support analysis of the results of alternative courses of
action, and the effects of trade offs, details must be available. The
details on financial management come from the NASA Form 533, and only
mechanization makes these details available in time. Other advantages-
increased accuracy, better controls, more flexibility - will result
from having mechanized files of NASA Form 533 available but the need
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for speed without sacrifice of in depth analysis, in the day-to-day
decisions of project managers is the primary reason for mechanizing
the Contractor Financial Management Report.
Although an agency-wide program has not been established, NASA centers
have mechanized the existing NASA Form 533 to some extent. The need
has been too great to wait on formal approval of revisions. The current
status of efforts that may be characterized as not impacting on
contractors is:
A program in use that compares the current month's report with its
predecessor and computes variances. Variances that exceed a fixed
criterion are printed out for explanations. The explanations are the
basis of analytical reports to project management for action.
A program in final development that will compute variances similarly,
but print all variances, make rate computations - that is, dollars per
hour, overhead, and burden, and develop ratios on labor mix - that is,
high priced labor to low priced labor.
Also, a program is in use that ensures contractors' reports are
compatible with in-house accounts and records, and therefore available
for current reporting and analytical cost estimating of total costs.
Each of these programs well serves the center management that adopted
it for use. They are each more complex than the thumbnail sketches
may indicate. File checks and balances are made, fund requirements
are forecast, and so forth - none is final - all are continually being
developed into more useful tools.
Some needs other than analysis for project managers exist. First, NASA-
wide financial summaries and consolidations are prepared. Projects,
managed in detail by centers, must sum to the programs controlled by
program offices in Headquarters. Programs must be consolidated for
presentation to general management. This process could be carried out
most efficiently from mechanized files of data.
Secondly, under the present state of the art, wide variations do exist in
presentations to management for decision making. This is hazardous where
the manager is making a decision that will affect more than one center.
In some cases, a particularly cogent point brought out by one presentation
cannot be traced to other presentations. Thus, only rough estimates are
available for comparison. Lastly, some of NASA's installations need to
prepare better analysis, but do not have the capability, or resourcesto
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acquire the capability to develop computer programs for financial
management. An agency-wide program would assist these installations
and the agency by assuring a higher minimumstandard than can nowbe
imposed.
These three needs, - summarization - comparability - and more uniform
capability - indicate that single minded serving of project managers
or even individual centers is not enough.
Our approach to developing an agency-wide standard program is a fairly
typical one. This does not makethe road any easier though. The first
step will be to assess the contractor financial managementneeds of
Headquarters - that is, general management,program management,and
the related staffs that program, procure, and administer NASAeffort
from the agency-wide standpoint. Hopefully, we can develop the real
needs of Headquarters for Contractor Financial ManagementReporting.
Wehave the ultimate goal of developing a set of data requirements
that will serve through a managementchangeover or reorganization. We
expect to produce routine, recurring status reports, highly summarized
when things are smoothand special one-time reports to activate
solutions when trouble occurs.
Secondly, and probably in parallel with the first, we will assess the
center and project managers' needs and their approaches to analysis.
Our goal is not to establish an immutable policy regulating how project
managersare to manageor analyze, but to determine what they need to
know and what they are doing. This is so we can ensure rapid response
to requests for data that can be metI and advise on those requests that
cannot be readily fulfilled, along with the alternatives that are
available.
Thirdly, we will ensure that, as a minimum, those programs that are in
operation can meet Headquarters' needs. This ought to be a straight-
forward comparison of the needs determined in step one and the in-use
programs located in step two. The necessary modifications to the in-
being programs will be madeto the centers' systems to meet Headquarters'
needs. It probably is important to emphasize here again that we do not
anticipate covering Headquarters with an inch or so of computer prepared
runs every month. Detail will be required only to analyze trouble.
Routine reports will be brief and to the point. Weare after a system
that will have available detail whenneeded, but not recurring proof
that we have detail.
Our fourth step will be to develop a basic program for computer analysis
of the NASAForm 533 that all NASAinstallations can use. This program
will furnish to project managersanalyses thst will help them and as
by-products installation-wide and NASA-widesummarydata that will help
installation managementand NASAHeadquarters.
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Finally, we _ill establish a clearing house for dissemination of
variations to the basic program, developed to meet individual needs.
Not all variations are to be used by everyone all the time, but are
to be available whenneeded to solve particular problems.
The heart, of the matter, as you well recognize, is the step two review
of needs and available programs and the end product standard program
of step 4. This must be done for the project managers. They all need
rapid response. A program that will ensure any and all project managers
of minimumanalytical data from commonequipment, is necessary. It
appears that this can be done the sameway it was done for PERT-time,
we will pick-up contributions from all who have any to offer.
Up to now, no change in the contractors preparation or submission of
the report has been discussed. There are someobvious advantages to
a more cooperative arrangement. Actually, we have in being arrange-
ments for major contractors to key punch and transmit the report by
transceiver (when available) to at least one major center, with tests
actively underway at another.
This samecenter also has a computer to computer hook-up for magnetic
tape transmission of at least two major contractors' reports. Oneof
the contractors participating in the tape to tape transmission has a
fairly sophisticated computerized system of its own for report prepara-
tion.
Wehope, whenour standard program is available, that new contractual
reporting arrangements mayprove feasible especially for new starts.
That is contractors mayuse the standard program, augmentedby approved
file content and update programs to furnish only exception basis reports
to NASA.
Another thought that will be explored is to take advantage of the "fixed
format" of the NASAForm 533 and use optical scanners in the contractors'
plants to create file input. Those whohave studied optical scanning
see manyadvantages in optical scanning over conventional key-punching
and verifying for inputs to computer files.
NASAis also looking to a simplification of the general approach to
time/cost correlations. Essentially to the bringing together of the
PERTnetworks and the data file created from the NASAForm 533. This
goal is harder to reach because we must accommodatecost changes that
are not in a cause and effect relationship with schedule changesand
vice-versa. Weknow of significant cost variations that have no impact
on schedule variations, and believe the opposite may occur too.
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On the bright side, however, good programs are already available to
those who need them. Programsthat can be operated at the NASA
CompanionCost level and do not have to be used in the depth of
mandatory detail that DOD/PERT/Costentails. Wehave, in fact,
operated a time/cost correlation computer program on a NASAproject
that used the PERTand CompanionCost system. Wewill keep abreast
of these programs so that they will be usable by NASAwhenever a
close continuous time/cost correlation is advantageous to a project
manager.
It seemslikely that we will allow others to keep the lead in pro-
grammingtime/cost variation correlation, adpating existing programs
as needed to specific NASAprojects. This is not to say that our
centers will not learn by doing. They have and will continue to
pursue approaches that will makemeaningful presentations to project
managers.
NASA'spolicy is to avoid specifying how or by what system the
contractor shall managehis effort, instead NASArequires only
reporting in a prescribed format of the summarytlme and cost data
required for total project integration and managementby the NASA
project manager. The use of PERT,PERT/Cost, or PERTand Companion
Cost at the contractor level of management,_hich backs-up reporting
to NASA,is optional to the contractor.
By way of summarythen, NASAwill continue to take advantage of
mechanizedanalyses of Contractor Financial ManagementReports. A
standard analysis program will be developed. Wewill cooperate with
contractors on mutually advantageousways of preparing the reports
as economically and expeditiously as possible. Weare after the
total contractor financial managementpicture, not pieces of it, but
we will not prescribe a system for contractors to use in their own
management.
Wehope by this effort to emphasize active reports - accurate, controlled,
timely, informative, verified, and effective, and to eliminate idle
reporting, that is, incomplete, or duplicate, or late, or erroneous
reports.
Wewant the best possible Financial ManagementReporting System.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
The following is an edited transcription of the questions and answers
which arose during the informal discussions of the NASA/Industry PERT
Computer Program Conference held on July 22 and 23, 1964.
Q. _._hat is the definition of a fragnet and how do you identify them?
A. by Larry Stevens: I use the term fragnet and subnet to be synonymous.
There has been some differentiation in the two. A fragnet means a portion
or just a fragment of a larger network. A subnet is again just a portion
of a larger network. The word subnet has sometimes been used to mean a
lower level of network whereas fragnet would mean the same level network
but just a portion of a larger network. During all of the presentations
today, I believe fragnet and subnet were used interchangeably.
Q. Is NASA PERT "C" still basically the Lockheed program but only modified
for input-output purposes?
A. by Larry Stevens: I won't go into a lot of detail on this, but my
answer is '_o". The systems configuration now is drastically different
from the original Lockheed program. The input phase of the original
Lockheed program terminated processing of the network each time a data
error was found. It had a fixed input format. PERT "C" will allow 3
input formats. The topological ordering technique is entirely different.
The Lockheed program did not have the capability of detecting loops. %_en the
computer actually went into a loop, the only way to detect it was when
the lights came up bright on the console. Then the loop had to be found
by hand. The internal sort routine is the same as was in the original
Lockheed program. The Merge Technique is entirely different. The
original Lockheed program had a capacity of 5,120 activities. Our current
maximum is 30,000 activities with no restrictions on network structure
other than 750 starting events. There are a few parameters that could
be changed to make the PERT "C" merge program completely open-ended. The
expected date calculation on Pass 4 of our current program has calcula-
tion options that naturally were not in the original Lockheed. In the
report generation phase, there were 4 reports available under the
Lockheed version. They were all produced any time a network was run.
The report phase required 8 passes to produce these 4 reports. The
current program has 6 reports, requiring 6 passes. Each of these reports
are optional. So, I think you can readily see that the systems con-
figuration is entirely different from the original Lockheed.
Q. In the PERT "C" program, how many predecessor activities can any one
Event have?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: As we first distributed PERT "C" to some of
our contractors reporting to Manned Spacecraft Center, the program had
a maximum of 30 predecessor activities to any one event. This maximum
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no longer exists. Any numberof predecessors maybe in existence to any
event.
Q. Why do you sequence chech in pass one if you sort in pass t_o?
A. by Larry Stevens: Input data is in sequenceby predecessor and
successor event number. The topological ordering metho_ requires the
activities also in sequenceby successor-predecessor. This is s reverse
sort from the input and requires a sort pass.
Q. L_at is the official NASAposition on the cost of NASAPEXT_s a
direct contract charge versus an indirect overhead charge?
A. by Mr. l,lalter Haase: At this time, there is no formally documented
NASAposition-although one is under preparation. There are s variety
of ways in which PERTis being charged in various contracts that _e have.
Werecognize that the government must pay for any systems reporting
requirements which are generated by us. However, _e don't want to pay
twice) for a PERTsystem which is operated for PERTsake and another system
_hich is operated by the managementof the companyfor the company's
managementpurposes - nor do _Jewish to pay for "planning, scheduling
and management"in a calculated overhead rate and for PERTas a direct
charge. This is one of the reasons why we don't specify by what system
you shall do your management. If there is going to be a direct charge
for managementpurposes we _ould expect that there be a appropriate
reduction in indirect costs. Wehave given somedetailed instructions
to our auditors. I don't know how mu_htrouble they have been causing
you but we hope they have been causing somein this area and that they
are looking very closely into the methods by which PERTis being charged.
The audit people, financial managementpeople, ourselves, and a number
of others, are presently engagedin development of policy on how management
information systems efforts should be charged. Wefeel that we are going
to be breaking activities associated with information systems into fairly
definable packages, and indicating which of these should be direct or indirect.
Also, weneed to get together with the Department of Defense on this proposed
policy. Unless we can agree on somebasic policies, it would be sort of
ridiculous for NASAand DoDto have incompatible policies in this area. We
do feel however, that the major cost associated with the PERTsystem should
be indirect charges rather than direct because of the nature of the activity.
Q. What is NASA'scurrent thoughts or feelings concerning PERT/COST?
A. by Mr. Walter Haase: I think we have touched on this several times
today. I have mentioned it-and KenMulcahy has mentioned it. Weare trying
out various PERT/COSTcomputer programs to see how they work with summarized
CompanionCost information. Our basic feelings toward the PERT/COSTsystem
have not changed from that indicated in the NASA/DoDPERT/COSTGuide_ and
PERTGuide for ManagementUse. Wefeel that these are a guide. Webelieve
that the concepts and principles that are in those documents are sound and
good.
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Weadvocate contractors to go in the direction of PERT/COSTfor their
own operating managementsystems, hosteler _J_erecognize that it is
going to be a period of time before people can adjust to something
like that. There are too manyexisting systems that are involved.
Wehave not as yet required the use of PERT/COSTon the part of the
contractor and, as far as I hnowat least, we don't anticipate it in
the next week or two.
Q. Would NASAbe interested in considering the desirability and
feasibility of incorporating into their program s routine which produces
an output of such nature that the PERTanalyst can determine at a glance
the effect on the slack of all pass in the net_ork of the change in time
estimate for any activity? _ho should be contacted? I have programmed
this routine in COBOLand would like to share its advantages with others.
I have a source decking program listing with me.
A. by Walter Haase: Weare, of course, always interested in any
developments and ideas and the people to talk to are the people who
are here today, and this is submitted by Mr. Thompsonof General
Precision. Maybewe can arrange to have you talk on the subject about
5 minutes tomorrow during the informal discussion.
Q. Will you issue any documentation describing PERT"C" system logic?
Will you be issuing an Operator's Manual?
A. by Walter Haase: This was directed to mebut I think perhaps that
Larry or John should answer this.
A. by John Leonard: Wehave plans for developing flow charts of our
systems logic, which are muchmore detailed than what we have in the
PERT"C" Manual. Wedo not have any plans at this time for developing
an Operator's Manual as such, but personally I can definitely see a
need for one. I think at the next NASA/PERTCoordination Meeting at
which all Centers will be represented, _e _ill probably makea proposal
that this Operator's book be developed and madeavailable to users of
the system.
Q. To HomerSmith: Homer,what PERTprogram are you currently using
in your PERToperations, and the secondquestion: what is your PERT
production volume?
A. by HomerSmith: I wish that question hadn't been asked because we
are currently running two PERTprograms; no, three--the third one is
currently '_y remote". Onedivision of Boeing is using the NASA"B"
program and is reporting to one of the NASACenters by sending in the
deck. The rest of our PERTprocessing within Boeing is being done on
an in-house program that we wrote several years ago. It was written
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with s specific purpose in mind--networks of less than 5,000 activities
and minimumhuller of reports. Weuse this on all projects where the
PERTrequirements are such that we can get awaywith using this program.
For the rest of our contracts, we are running the Air Force system.
John?
Q. W_Jat'sthe mailing address for sending tapes to obtain PERT"C"?
A. by Mr. John Leonard: Here is the address, if you would like to write
it do_n: Data SystemsDevelopmentBranch, Computation and Analysis
Division, MannedSpacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, and you might make
it to my attention. The question was also asked: Whereto send tapes
for Fortran IV? I believe this was answered earlier. It is being
distributed through the computer user groups, such as SHARE.
Q. Are the selected ending events edited for existence in the PERTnetwork?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: Ending events are edited for existanee on end
runs. If an event does not exist, that end run is skipped and the next
end run is processed.
Q. Is more than one input format available?
A. by Larry Stevens: The NASAPERT"C" Manual includes only one input
format and that is the NASA-wideformat. The NASAPERT"B" Manual lists
two other available formats; one called the MSCformat and the other
a Langley format. The PERT"C" Programwill accept all formats that
were acceptable under PERT"B".
Q. Do the tables in Pass 4 for posting an expected date have a capacity
limit? Is there a limit on the width of a network?
A. If you had a network with i0,000 parallel paths of 3 activities each,
it would not process on the PERT"C" Program in its present configuration.
If you desire to have it processed, a slight modification could be made
to the program and it could be processed. However, as distributed, PERT
"C" has a capacity of approximately 9,250 parallel paths at any one time.
Q. Will PERT"C" loop diagnostics print online, if desired, rather
than on the report tape?
A. by Mi-. Larry Stevens: All diagnostics--the Pass 1 input diagnostics,
the loop detection diagnostics, and the Pass 4 diagnostics which are
constrained activities and incomplete activities with no predecessors--
all of these diagnostics are produced on the A3 output tape. If desired,
they mayalso be printed online by simply depressing sense switch 5 on
the 7094 console. If you do not like to use sense switches, it would
be a one-card change in 3 affected passes to force the diagnostics to
always print online.
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Q. ;_;hatinput errors specifically vii! cause termination of a ?ER*I "C'
run, and are all errors detected before a run is termineted?
A. by Larry Stevens: Input errors such as date, sequence, a_d trans-
action code errors, will terLninate the run. Ho_,,ever, the run is not
terminated until after the Pass 4 or network continuity errors are
also checked. So, first, Pass 1 errors _:ill terminate a ru_;. These
are the input errors, such as sequence errors, £uplicate errors,
predecessor-successor equal, invalid schedule date, invalid completion
date. Second, a loop will terminate a run. Third, net_,_ork continuity
er_-ors detected in Pass 4 may terminate a computer run. The normal
process is to terminate the run, however, if sense switch 4 is on the
run _ill continue. The constraining activity producin_ "constrained
but complete activities" will be ignored and "incomplete activities
with no predecessors" are made complete activities _ith the "date of
the report" as the "completion date". On option you can either
continue on _._iththe run, ignoring Pass 4 continuity error, or terminate
the run, examine the diagnostics, and if they have little effect on
the final results, you can restart at the beginning of Pass 5 and
continue the run. Of course, the normal procedure is to correct any
input errors and start the run over.
Q. In regard to the suppresion of completed activities, are they
retained on the master file and considered in calculations?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: There are two methods of completing deleted
activities; the first is prior to any processing on PERT "C". This
requires an additional Fortran Program which removes the completed
activities from the input data. The other method is deleting completed
activities during processing time in the Pass 4 calculation. As
soon as the date has been picked up from the completed activities for
its successor event in Pass 4, the activity is removed from any further
processing. It is not carried through the latest allowable date calcula-
tion or any of the subsequent sort passes but is removed as soon as it
is no longer needed for date calculations. This method has no affect
on the input file.
Q. This is a very similar question. _en completed activity cards are
submitted as a part of an update, do these activities appear in the
output report if the option is taken to remove all completed activities?
A. by Larry Stevens: If you decide to delete completed activities at
execution time, all completed activities are deleted--no matter when
they were entered into the network.
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Q. _len is PERT"C" not tape bound?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: Weare tape bound during all but three phases
of the program. Those phases are: the topological ordering phase, the
expected date calculation, and the latest allowable date calculation.
Q. Isn't sampleoutput available on the 1401 graphic scheduled display?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: The output is available here on the rostrum
if you would like to have a sample. It is the more or less standard
graphical output. Instead of the expected, latest allowable and scheduled
date, it prints E, S, and L on a chart underneath the date; the calendar
is printed at the top of the page.
Q. Doesthe Fortran tape update package containing all of the features
of the 1401update package?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: The Fortran update in its present configuration
is strictly an update. Wehope to incorporate manyof the 1401 update
features into _ as soon as possible. In its present form it takes a
blocked input tape, 16 activities per record, updates that information
with the changes required and prints a list on the changes only.
Q. _N_at1401 machine configuration is required to use the 1401 update
package?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: Wehave two packages available; one uses an
unblocked tape for a 4k 1401. The program that we use in-house uses
a bloch input tape of 16 activities per record. This requires an 8k
1401_ith more record feature and indexing. Both programs require two-
tape units, and a third tape unit is optional.
Q. Can the update program be run on a Honeywell 8200 12k?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: I understand that Honeywell has available a
program for converting a machine language 1401 program. These 1401
programs, incidentally, are written in SPS. Therefore, if my informa-
tion is correct, the programs could be converted and run on the Honeywell
equipment.
Q. _hat type of sort and merge technique is used in PERT"C"?
A. by Mr. John Leonard: Wehad about I0 minutes set up with someslides
to describe our sort and merge technique but we are just not going to
have the time. I'ii try to give you a very quick broad, brush description.
The technique uses a variable amount of tape units, depending on the size
of your input, from no merge or scratch tapes up to a total of 6, depending
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on the size of your network. With very little modification this routine
could be madean open end sort and merge technique. There are no "end
of tape" tests on the merge tapes. Therefore, the maximumsize file
that could be sorted would be limited to the capacity of a tape. I
would like to point out one thing--a lot of the NASAcenters are con-
sidering going to a moonlight or direct couple system and we believe
that, with a minimumof reprogrammingof the sort and merge package,
that we can tremendously cut downthe running time of PERT"C" on
such a system. Instead of utilizing six-tape files for merging, we
will take advantage of the almost unlimited files available on the
disc. So, as the Fortran Program can be madeto run faster with a
larger core or disc, certainly the efficiency of PERT"C" can also
be improved by utilizing this hardware. Weare currently working on
modifications for the Direct Couple System.
Q. I have a question as a user of the computer program. I have a
question which may end up as a criticism on your PERT"C" Program.
And so, let me start this way. Oneof your first passes will sort
the program--I mean, you have to pre-sort your event numbers, right?
14 columns? Right?
A. by Mr. John Leonard: That's true.
Q. This is the sameas the Old LockheedProgram?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, my criticism is: '_hy in the devil did you do that?" Oneof
the biggest things, as a user, that I have had problems with on any of
these other programs--is that I have to pre-sort these event numbers.
A. by Mr. John Leonard: As we develop the Fortran update package, this
is definitely one of the things we want to do first. Oneof the first
modifications that we will makeis provide the capability to read in
the data; check it for sequenceas it is read, and if it is out of sequence,
go into 90 sort; sequence it, then go directly into PERT"C" Program all
as one run on the computer.
Q. No pre-sorting then?
A. by Mr. John Leonard: Right, no pre-sorting.
Q. Your PERT"C" program does--I was thinking of the old Lockheed Program--
every time you cameto something out of order, it would stop; if I had i0
errors, it would stop i0 times before I found them--you know what I mean?
You now view them all and give meone list of all sequenceerrors, isn't
that right--and then terminate the run?
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A. by Mr. John Leonard: Larry, can you answer that? Does PERT "C"
catch all sequence errors in Pass l?
A. by Mr. Larry Stevens: Not only catches all sequence errors but
continues editing for other types of input errors. All errors are
found in one pass unless a loop exists which prevents network conti-
nuity checks.
Q. What is the running time of the NASA PERT 1410 program developed
by the John F. Kennedy Space Center?
A. by Mr. AI Sheffield:
1410 time for PERT run
i. 600 activities
2. Runs requested
2-A Successor - predecessor event
2-B Paths of criticality
2-C Expected date
2-D Latest allowable date
2-E Organization
2-F Slack sort of start dates
3. Run time - 20 minutes
Q. What topological technique do you use in the 1410 program?
A. by Mr. A1 Sheffield: Topological ranking is done during pass two.
The records enter the system in predecessor sequence. As the records are
read they are assigned a number from 1 to xxxx (number of activities.) The
tape is rewound. The successor rank field is compared to predecessor rank
field and the successor field must exceed the predecessor rank field by a
value of at least one. This procedure is completed until no successor
rank field is incremented. The records are then sorted on the successor
rank field.
Q. What editing procedure do you use in your 1410 program?
A. by Mr. A1 Sheffield: PERT Edit for 1410.
There are three phases to the new PERT Edit for the 1410. Phase one
checks each input record for valid characters, sequence checks the input
and checks for Duplicate Records. Below is a list of error messages
and their meanings that are used in Phase I.
1. Delete this record A "5" card was merged in during
EAM run. Pull this card.
2. Col 1 Not l, 2, or 3
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3. Pred. all zeros
4. Pred. Blnk/alpha
5. Succ. all zeros
6. Succ. Blank/alpha
7. Est. time in error
8. Resource in error
9. Day is in error
lO. Year below 62
ll. CompActy blnk dte
12. C Dte after R Dte
13. Deck out sequence
14. Month is in error
15. Duplicate Records
Not all numeric
Not all numeric
Every comactivity must have a date
in col. 26-31
Compdate after run date
Phase 2 is a check for constrained activities; no predecessors and
dangling successors. A constrained activity is one that has a non-
complete predecessor of a complete activity.
No predecessor meansthere are no other activities coming into this
activity. To be a legitimate starting activity, it must be a completed
activity.
Dangling successor meansthis activity does not lead to another activity.
0nly those terminal activities designated by the customer are legitimate
terminal events numbers.
Phase 3 is a listing of the Input in Successor Sequence.
There are no halts in this program. All error messagesare put on
Error tape and editing is continued.
Q. In the Fortran IV Program, how is the following situation handled--
a terminal event which has three or more predecessors each with different
schedule dates--will the program use the latest schedule date?
A. by Mr. Ross Bainbridge: Wehave madenote to our users of this situation
in the hope that only one scheduled date be used. The program uses the first
scheduled date encountered. The situation here is that we assign the
scheduled date to an event. As long as one activity defines the event
scheduled date, then this date is used. Of course, if no scheduled date
is found, then the expected time is used as the scheduled date.
Q. Are there any plans to form a PERT-COSTprogram in FORTRANor a
supplemented FORTRAN?
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A. by Mr. Ross Bainbridge: At Lewis as well as other NASA installations
cost programming is being done. None of this is being done at present to
produce a standard NASA Cost or Comparison Cost system. If the work were
to be done at Lewis on a cost program, then the program would almost
certainly be done in FORTRAN IV. This program would also most likely be
a new independent program using output from the time program. One of the
features of such a cost program would be a powerful report generator.
Dan IIirsch of our Lewis PERT Office has done some cost work on the Lewis-
Goddard-NASA PERT TIME I program. For further information as to the
results of his work we feel that contact should be made directly with him.
Q. In the Fortran IV program, if a summary report is requested, are the
other subnet reports also available during that computer report pass?
A. by Elizabeth Ryan: Yes, as many reports as requested can be obtained.
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